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Abstract 

This thesis aims at deepen our understanding of the Swedish arms exports, especially the 

relationship between the spoken words of politicians and actual policy outcome. The research 

question for the thesis is “To what extent do specific frames deployed by the media and 

politicians about the character of the importing state, the type of arms exported, the inter-state 

relationship and the economic interests lead to a legitimation crisis in an arms exporting 

nation which ends arms exports and military cooperation?” This thesis is especially looking at 

Swedish arms deals with Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Thailand. In a content analysis of 

the Swedish media and politicians, and by using theories of legitimation and framing, the 

thesis analyses how these frames can affect the legitimation of an arms deal, and explaining 

different policy outcomes. The analysis shows that the most common frame to use to frame a 

receiving country or an arms deal negatively is to frame the character of the importing state in 

negative terms and also connect the arms exports to the regime in the receiving country. On 

the other side, to defend an arms deal it is most common to frame it as an economic interest 

that are of national interest. Lastly, the thesis can show that the Swedish arms deal with Saudi 

Arabia created a legitimation crisis, which was not the case for the deals with Thailand and 

South Africa, and this can help us understand why the military cooperation agreement 

between Sweden and Saudi Arabia was ended.   
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1. Introduction 
This thesis aims at deepen our understanding of the Swedish arms exports, especially the 

relationship between the spoken words of politicians and actual policy outcome. The focus of 

the thesis is to analyse the framing of Swedish arms deals in Swedish media and by Swedish 

politicians to better understand how a certain framing can affect the legitimation of an arms 

deal and possibly create a policy change.  

The thesis will focus on Sweden’s arms deals and military cooperation agreements 

with Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Thailand. What these three cases have in common is that 

they all have led to some kind of debate in Sweden about the Swedish arms exports. Both the 

cases of Swedish arms exports to Saudi Arabia and Thailand have raised debates about the 

character of the regimes in the countries receiving Swedish weapons. The debates lead to that 

in 2012 a parliamentarian committee was appointed that were to investigate sharpened rules 

for the Swedish arms exports to dictatorships and countries violating human rights 

(Regeringen 2015). The case of Sweden exporting Jas 39 Gripen Aircrafts to South Africa has 

been criticized both for that Sweden promoting South Africa spending millions on military 

equipment over its development, work against poverty and HIV. The arms deal was also 

investigated in Sweden, South Africa and Great Britain for accusations of the deal being 

corrupt and that bribes had been used (Resare 2010).  

In 2015, after three years of intense debate in the media and amongst politicians, the 

Swedish government declared that they were going to end the military cooperation with Saudi 

Arabia. The arms deal between Sweden and Saudi Arabia had been, after the exposure by 

Sveriges Radio in 2012 that the Swedish government had plans on building an arms factory in 

Saudi Arabia, been a tough deal to defend first for the Liberal/Conservative government up to 

the election in 2014 and after that for the winning Social Democratic/Green government.  

The reasons for ending the military cooperation agreement between Sweden and Saudi 

Arabia have been discussed but not compared to other debates about Sweden’s arms deals and 

military agreements with other nations. Neither has the framing of politicians and in the 

media been analysed to understand the ending of the agreement. This thesis will focus on the 

framing by Swedish politicians and in the Swedish media to better understand the outcome.  

The legitimation of arms exports is dependent on the public’s acceptance and that is, 

on its part, dependent on that the arms exports can be linked to the national interest (Klare, 

1984: 27). Therefore the aspect of legitimation and also, what Habermas (2007) calls, 

legitimation crises will be used in the analysis of the Swedish arms deals.  
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Further, the creation of an arms deal can, roughly, be explained by four factors: First, 

one can examine the inter-state relationship between the country exporting and the country 

receiving the weapons. What is the historical legacy of their interaction, is the relationship 

between the countries viewed as good (the paired countries viewing each other favourably), 

and will the arms deal strengthen this relationship? 

 Second, one can examine the type of technology that is exported. Is the exported 

technology military or dual-use goods, and is the technology exported viewed as lethal? 

 Third, one can study the character of the country receiving the weapons. In any trade 

deal the character of the country that the deal is signed with is known before the signing. 

Therefore, the character of the country’s state system is probably affecting if arms export is 

granted there.  

Fourth and finally, one can explore the economic interests of the arms deal. Will the 

arms exports generate profit, will it create new job opportunities and is the arms trade a 

significant part of the total trade with that country.  

In this thesis, the four factors explained above as important in explaining an arms deal 

will be used as factors to explaining why an arms deal is ended. In this case, can these factors, 

framed in the Swedish media and by Swedish politicians, explain why the military 

cooperation with Saudi Arabia was ended but not the deals with South Africa and Thailand?  

The research question for this thesis is: “To what extent do specific frames deployed 

by the media and politicians about the character of the importing state, the type of arms 

exported, the inter-state relationship and the economic interests lead to a legitimation crisis in 

an arms exporting nation which ends arms exports and military cooperation?”   

The theories that will be used to answer my research question are legitimation and 

legitimation crises, theories of framing, theories of the relationship between media and 

politics, and motives for arms exports. Together with the four factors (Character of inter-state 

relationship, character of weapons technology, character of the importing state, and economic 

interests of arms exports) these theories will build the theoretical ground for the thesis.  

Legitimation and legitimation crises theory will be used, as explained earlier, in 

connection to the legitimation of arms exports and as a potential explanation for an ending of 

an arms deal. Theories of framing will be used to build a foundation to analyse what frames i. 

e. perceptions of a phenomenon that are used by Swedish media and politicians when talking 

about the four factors linked to the case country (Saudi Arabia, South Africa or Thailand) and 

the Swedish arms deal with that country.  
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An important aspect connected to both legitimation and framing is the relationship 

between media and politics. Theories about this relationship argues that there is an 

interdependency between media and politics where the politics needs the media to get their 

opinions and views to the public, and media is dependent on politicians for news (Marger 

1994). At the same time, media is an important actor for a government, especially in times of 

crisis, to get their story out to the public and in that way keep its legitimacy (Miliband 2009).  

Motives for exporting arms will also be used in the theory section to build a bridge 

between the theory and the four factors that will be used. Arms exports can be motivated by 

both international and domestic motives. In the international sphere, arms exports is viewed 

as a foreign policy tool to build or strengthen relationships with other countries as arms 

exports includes not only economic relations but also political and military (Klare 1984, 

Erickson 2016). In the domestic sphere, arms exports are viewed as both a way to keep up 

competence in the national arms industry and as an economic interest as it can create new job 

opportunities and provide trade profits (Erickson 2016, Smith, Humm and Fontanel 1985).  

The analysis will be carried out in two ways, both by a quantitative analysis of the 

Swedish economic relationship with each case country and a qualitative content analysis of 

Swedish media and Swedish politicians. The quantitative analysis is done to get a picture of 

how great of an economic interest that the Swedish arms deals are in quantitative terms. The 

qualitative content analysis is done to analyse the framing, in Swedish media and by Swedish 

politicians, of the case country and the Swedish arms deal with that country.  

The analysis will then be carried out as follows. First of all, each country will be 

analysed separately. Each county’s analysis will be divided into three sections: first, a section 

where the quantitative analysis of Sweden’s economic relationship to that country is analysed. 

Second, the content analysis of Swedish politicians will be carried out. Third, the content 

analysis of the Swedish media will be done. After the case countries are analysed one by one 

there will be a section discussing the relationship between Swedish media and politicians. The 

concluding chapter will discuss the results from the analysis in connection to legitimation to 

be able to answer the research question.  

1.1 Purpose of thesis and Research question  
This thesis will analyse Sweden’s arms deals and military cooperation agreements 

with Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Thailand. The idea of the thesis is to analyse how frames 

deployed by Swedish politicians and in Swedish media can affect the legitimation of an arms 

deal and if a potential loss in legitimation can explain why Sweden chose to end its military 
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cooperation with Saudi Arabia. To be able to do this analysis, four factors will be used: the 

character of inter-state relationship between Sweden and the country receiving the weapons, 

the character of the technology that Sweden exports, the character of state receiving the 

Swedish weapons, and the economic interests of an arms deal. In the analysis the framing of 

these four factors by Swedish politicians and in Swedish media will be analysed. Finally, the 

results of the analysis will be used to establish if the Swedish decision to end the military 

cooperation agreement with Saudi Arabia was based on a legitimation crisis that can be 

explained by the framing of the four factors.  

My research question for this thesis is: “To what extent do specific frames deployed 

by the media and politicians about the character of the importing state, type of arms exported, 

the inter-state relationship and the economic interests lead to a legitimation crisis in an arms 

exporting nation which ends arms exports and military cooperation?”   

2. Background 
This chapter of the thesis will give a background for the topic of the thesis and discuss why it 

is important. The chapter will also placing the issues dealt with in this thesis in a broader 

academic discussion in Global Political Economy and International Relations. It will also 

place Sweden’s arms exports within the global arms trade.  

2.1 The Global Political Economy of Arms Trade 
The global arms trade is an important part of world politics. The arms trade is political. Even 

if you are for or against the existence of a global arms market you cannot deny its political 

impact. Arms exports are “far more than an economic occurrence, a military relationship, or 

an arms control challenge – arms sales are foreign policy writ large” (Pierre, 1982: 3).  

The political economy of the arms trade involves two clusters of ideas motivating the 

process: military-political factors and economic factors. The legitimacy of arms exports are 

dependent on that the public opinion supports the idea of arms exports being tied to the 

national interest and in “accord with popular expectations and values” (Klare, 1984: 26-27).  

One of the key features of the political economy of the arms trade is “the broad gap 

between official rhetoric and ‘real world’ motivations”. As arms sales are basically a trade 

with a goal to spread weapons and arms to other nations “public opinion has rarely looked 

with favour upon such transactions”. Klare argues that the public’s view on arms exports has 

changed since the 1980’s because of this gap between rhetoric and reality. Nowadays, arms 

exports are “considered a legitimate instrument of foreign policy and are normally accorded 
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public approval” but this is dependent on that “it can be demonstrated that they somehow 

serve the ‘national interest‘” (Klare, 1984: 27).  

Economic interests and political leverage are rarely seen as legitimate motives by the 

public for exporting arms, therefore “governments usually advance more idealistic 

justifications for their arms exports”. They are portrayed by officials as a contributor to peace, 

security and regional stability are common motives that are spoken by officials when 

exporting weapons abroad. Klare has, when analysing statements from US officials, found 

that there are often more or other motives hidden between the lines of government statements. 

The primal motives behind the exports are usually based upon military, political or economic 

interests (Klare, 1987: 27-28).  

The gap between politicians’ stated motives and often repeated by the media, and the 

actual motives for exporting weapons is an important feature when analysing the global arms 

trade. Therefore, the relationship between the spoken motives and reality in connection to the 

need to legitimate an arms sale will be in focus for this thesis.  

2.2 Sweden in the Global Arms Trade 
The Swedish arms industry was during the Cold War heavily influenced by the Swedish 

foreign policy at that time, which was characterised by the idea of non-alignment. In line with 

that Sweden was focusing on building up a strong domestic arms industry to be able to arm 

itself in case of conflict and not be dependent on import of weapons (Bromley & Wezeman 

2013: 7). At the end of the Cold War arms procurement became more dependent on complex 

technology and higher costs, and in combination with lower Swedish defence budgets and a 

push from the industry to go abroad, the idea of being independent was set aside (ibid).  

Arms exports have always been important for Sweden. This export was mostly 

motivated by a domestic need to keep down the costs of the industry on one hand, but still 

keep competence in the manufacturing on the other (Bromley & Wezeman 2013: 7). 

Decreased defence budgets had implications for the Swedish arms industry and a lot of 

materiel was imported instead of being produced domestically. To be able to still keep the 

industry floating the Swedish government started to support the companies to export abroad 

(Bromley & Wezeman 2013: 8). 

The largest support from government was given to the development of the aircraft JAS 

39 Gripen. Even though there are more cost effective and cheaper military aircrafts on the 

market the support has continued. In 2013, the Swedish parliament decided to develop a new 
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type called Gripen-E. To be able to afford airdraft development, Sweden is dependent on 

foreign orders and exports (Bromley & Wezeman 2013: 8-9).  

Today there are five main arms producers in Sweden: SAAB, BAE Systems Bofors, 

BAE Systems Hägglunds, ThysseKrupp and Nammo Sweden (Bromley & Wezeman 2013: 

10). SAAB is the only one that is not owned by foreign companies. SAAB mainly produces 

JAS 39 Gripen, radars and sensor systems.  

Sweden’s annual arms exports have since the 1970’s been placed as the 7th to 15th 

largest in the world (Bromley & Wezeman 2013: 11). Sweden’s share of the total arms export 

has, however, grown steadily from 0.3% in the end of the 1970’s to 1.9% in 2012. Aircrafts 

(JAS 39 Gripen) has throughout the 21th century been the most exported type of weapon from 

Sweden (Bromley & Wezeman 2013: 20).  

Table 1 shows the total Swedish exports, the total arms exports and the share of the 

arms exports of the total exports for the years 1998-2015. Sweden exported weapons for 

78billion SEK in this time period. The arms exports consists of 0.44% of the total Swedish 

exports on 17835 billion SEK during that period. These numbers raises the question of why 

Swedish governments are so keen to maintain a part of its exports that not even stands for half 

a per cent of the total exports.  

	
Table 1: Total Swedish exports, total Swedish arms exports, and share of arms exports 

of total exports 
Total Swedish exports 1998-2015 
(A) 

Total Swedish Arms exports 1998-
2015 (B) 

Share of Arms exports/Total 
exports (A)/(B) 

17835 billion SEK 78 billion SEK 0.44% 
 
Sources: SIPRI Trend indicator values of arms export from Sweden, 1998-2015, SIPRI Arms transfers database. 
Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, bortfallsjusterat, 
tkr efter handelspartner och år”.  

2.3 Swedish arms exports scandals 
The legitimacy of arms exports is dependent on the public seeing it as part of the national 

interest and in line with expectations and values that they find attached to its country. 

Therefore, politicians must make sure that they motivate arms transfers in line with the 

public’s expectations. As a result, arms deals are fragile and if a deal cannot fulfil the 

expectations of the public; it can easily turn into a political scandal.  

Sweden is on one hand viewed as a peace loving and humanitarian country, but on the 

other hand Sweden is one of the world’s largest arms exporters per capita. This paradox is 

known as “the Swedish quandary” (Feldman, 2013). The gap between the image of self and 
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often spoken words of Swedish politicians on one hand and the arms exporting reality on the 

other makes the Swedish arms exports more fragile. The result of this is that Swedish history 

has not been without scandals attached to the arms exports.  

In 1998, Sweden sign an arms deal with South Africa for 28 Jas 39 Gripen Aircrafts to 

a cost of 17 billion SEK that should be paid of in a 15-year period (Resare 2010: 12-14). The 

deal was part of a larger arms deal lead by British BAE that owns Swedish Saab (who builds 

Jas 39 Gripen). Today, the South Africa deal is connected to accusations of corruption and 

bribery. The deal was also criticized for promoting the South African government to spend 

money on armament over fighting poverty and social injustice.  

In 2012, Sveriges Radio exposed a military cooperation agreement between Sweden 

and Saudi Arabia (Bodin & Öhman 2014). The agreement had been signed by the Social 

Democratic government in 2005 and extended by the Liberal/Conservative government in 

2010. In 2007, Försvarets Forskningsinstitut (FOI) had been added to the agreement and in 

2012 it was exposed that they had plans on building an arms factory in Saudi Arabia (Ibid). 

The debate was rough and long, and when the newly elected Social Democratic/Green 

government in 2015 were to decide to continue or end the agreement they chose to end it.  

The debate about the Swedish agreement with Saudi Arabia did, besides that raise the 

issue of the legitimacy of that arms deal, also started a debate about Swedish arms exports to 

dictatorships and countries violating human rights in general. This debate led to a 

parliamentarian committee 2012-2015 to investigate how the laws could be sharpened 

(Regeringen 2015). One of these countries that Sweden has large arms exports to and that is 

seen as a dubious regime is Thailand.  

3. Theory 
3.1 Introduction  
In the following part of the thesis the theories that are going to be the groundwork of the 

analysis is presented and discussed. The theories used in this thesis are: Legitimation, 

Framing, theories on the relationship between media and politics, and motives behind arms 

exports. The factors that are used to explain the differences in outcomes of the cases are: 

weapons technology, inter-state relationship, character of an importing state, and economic 

interests. These four factors will also be discussed in this section to build a foundation for the 

analysis of the cases and connect to the methodology section. 
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3.2 Legitimation  
Legitimation is gained when something is seen as right and that the public can support it as 

such. For something to be seen as right or appropriate could be that it is based on what the 

public can see as morally right, politically appropriate or based on psychological feelings that 

all give legitimacy to the bureaucratic instances (Feldman, 2017). In times of crisis, 

legitimation can break down and lead to a legitimation crisis. In times of crises or scandals 

there are factors such as media coverage, ethical violations, and government management that 

creates gaps which can lead to a legitimation deficit and decline in support. When the 

agencies and bureaucracies of the state cannot maintain the public support and it loses its 

legitimacy, then this transformation makes a scandal or political crisis go from simply 

something seen as negative to becoming a legitimacy crisis (Habermas, 2007). 

3.3 Framing 
Connected to legitimation and public opinion are theories about framing. The concept of 

framing is a way to understand power relations within communication. By analysing frames it 

is possible to see how ways of communication influence, shape and change human 

consciousness. Frames decide what is to be seen as a problem, define what is causing them, 

evaluating what is done and by whom, and suggest what should be done to fix them. The 

process of framing contains four aspects: a communicator, a text, receivers, and culture 

(Entman, 1993: 51). Frames guide, consciously or unconsciously, what the communicator 

says. The text consists by frames that guide choices of words, agents or interpretations. 

Frames guide the receiver in how the text is interpreted, and the culture decides what frames 

that uphold the discourse and thinking of the people in a group. The audience can differ 

within and beyond culture, however. 

   How something is framed in the media or by politicians have framing effects on 

public opinion. A phenomenon can be viewed from different perspectives and framing is the 

process “by which people develop a particular conceptualization of an issue” (Chong & 

Druckman, 2007: 104). Frames select and make some aspects of a phenomenon noticeable by 

“making a piece of information more noticeable, meaningful, or memorable to audiences” 

which make it more likely that the receiver will absorb that information. This means that a 

frame “determines whether most people notice and how they understand and remember a 

problem, as well as how they evaluate and choose to act upon it” (Entman, 1993: 53-54).  

Framing is an essential part in political news and communication. They highlight some 

views of reality and downplay others, and the public react differently to this (Entman, 1993: 

55). When politicians try to lift some issues on the agenda they compete with other politicians 
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and journalists in controlling the news frames. This process is an important part in showing 

political power and the frames of the political news decides what identities are given to 

political actors and highlights some political interests over others (ibid). 

3.4 Relationship and Interaction between Media and Politics 
The relationship between politics and the mass media is a relationship that affects our society. 

When talking about mass media we are talking about media where the “communicative realm 

is extremely broad, often encompassing the entire society” and these have a range of 

functions. By instructing people to norms and values they are agents of socialization. They 

supply information to the citizens about the society and the political economy. The mass 

media can also be seen as a mechanism of propaganda as “powerful units of the government 

and economy seek to persuade the public either to support their policies (government) or to 

buy their consumer products (corporations)”. Connected to the discussion on legitimation, 

mass media “serves as agents of legitimacy, generating mass belief in (and acceptance of) 

dominant political and economic institutions” (Marger, 1993: 238).  

A national government’s access to the media is based “on the fact that the media are 

closely interwoven with government”. The relationship is based upon a symbiosis, “neither 

can function without the other”. As the most important of the news are the political ones, the 

media is dependent on the governmental power elite as a source of information, and it is the 

“actions of government elites that dominate news”. This dependency is real because power 

elites in the governmental realm “can easily gain access to mass media simply because they 

possess credibility among the public as well as the media elite” (Marger, 1993: 241).  

The relationship between media and politics is based on interdependence. The power 

elites of the government are also dependent on the media. Today’s politics is rarely 

characterised by a face-to-face meeting between voter and politicians. Therefore, the 

government and political elites are dependent on the media to get their story out. It is through 

the mass media that politicians can “shape and influence the public opinion” (Marger, 1993: 

241).  

In this thesis, media and politics will be analysed both together but also separately. 

The separation is based on that media in itself is also a power institution that can set the 

agenda, and even use other frames on a phenomenon than the ones used by politicians. The 

media “define what news is or what is socially significant” and the media “have become a 

source of reality itself”. One key event in this process is news selection, i.e. what is to be 

considered as news and presented in the media. In other words, the media elites “are largely 
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responsible for molding the public’s conception of political, economic, and social events and 

conditions”. Even though the relationship between media and politicians are based on 

interdependence, it is not sure that the media will report what the government want. The 

media can on their own take the leading role in the agenda setting by turning the public’s 

awareness to a certain person or issue (Marger 1993: 242-246).  

The mass media also play an important part in the legitimation process. It is often 

through media channels that politicians and the government can reach out to the public. The 

media is often said to be objective, but do, however, tend to let the voices from inside ‘the 

political consensus’ on a certain issue to be heard. Governments tend to feed the mass media 

with their views on an issue, especially in times of crisis. The greater the crisis “the more 

purposeful the management, the evasions, the half-truths and the plain lies” (Miliband 2009: 

158, 169) become. 

3.5 Motives behind arms exports 
The motives behind arms exports can be seen in two dimensions, one international and 

the other domestic, can be linked to ideas of economic and foreign policy interests, and 

national sovereignty. The arms trade can be seen as both a “tool of foreign and economic 

policy and as a symbol of national self-sufficiency and strength” (Erickson: 2015: 5).  

In the international sphere arms trade can be seen as a tool for building friendships and 

shaping alliances through relationships built on trust, joint security interests and military 

cooperation. As a foreign policy tool arms exports is a cheaper way of support than for 

example sending military troops. The symbolic value of arms export cannot be 

underestimated in terms of showing off a “technological modernity and military strength” 

(Erickson 2015: 6).  

Viewed from the domestic side, governments often speak of arms exports as a way of 

sustaining its domestic arms industry, a creator of jobs and stimulates research and 

development, and as an economic interest to keeping up trade-balance and profit. Export 

abroad can help solving the equation of declining defence budgets but on the same time 

remain the competence of the industry. Arms exports are often, also, pushed for by the 

industry itself. To maintain the mass loyalty towards the export it is important to connect the 

interests of the industry to issues of security. The public support the “defence industry 

interests in response to perceived threats to national security” (ibid). The strategic forces and 

political motives discussed above are quite straightforward. The economic dimensions and 
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motives for arms exports are not as clear and debated and will therefore be discussed in a 

separate part of the theory section.  

3.6 Framing of an Arms Importing State  
The idea of framing in this thesis is based on the assumption that a specific importing country 

can be rejected from the inclusive “us”, in Rojo’s (1995) terms, because it does not match 

standards associated with Swedish norms about how a state should operate. As arms exports 

are economic and political deals, the choice of country to export to is made before the deal is 

done. Therefore, a negative framing of a state receiving the arms will, most likely, affect the 

likelihood of Sweden signing a military deal with this country. In this thesis I highlight four 

categories of framing that can influence the view of the importing nation negatively and affect 

an arms deal between Sweden and that country: (a) democracy and human rights, (b) 

militarism or potential use of the exported technology in battle, (c) corruption and negative 

impact on development, and (d) women’s rights.  

Democracy and Human rights. Arms exports are, as discussed earlier, tightly 

connected to a states foreign policy. Of all aspects connected to foreign policy, “none appears 

to bear more heavily on human rights considerations that arms exports” (Klare, 1984: 183).  

Arms exports is a way of giving legitimacy to another state since “arms transfers are 

widely perceived as a major indicator of government-to-government relations, signifying, in 

some sense, a ‘vote of confidence’ in the recipient of the supplier”. It is difficult to secure 

how the weapons will be used when they are exported to regimes with questionable human 

rights records or undemocratic forms of government. The weapons could be used for internal 

repression and be “used by military juntas to topple democratic governments and to silence 

domestic opposition” (Klare, 1984: 183-184).   

These assumptions can raise the idea that all arms exports to undemocratic regimes are 

problematic for human rights. Klare, though, argues that some type of technology exported 

“appear to bear more heavily on human rights issues than others”. Arms sales of sophisticated 

weapons such as advanced fighters “may confer a certain amount of legitimacy and political 

support on a particular regime” but they do, however, “rarely impact directly on the human 

rights situation within the recipient country”. On the other hand, sales of internal security 

equipment and surveillance tools might not in the same way legitimate the recipient regime 

but “when sold to undemocratic governments, however, they almost always impact on the 

human rights situation because of the likelihood that they will be used to silence dissent” 
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(Klare, 1984, 185). In other words, the framing of the importing state is connected to the type 

of technology exported.  

Militarism and potential use of weapons in conflict. Exports of Swedish weapons to 

countries that are at war are prohibited under Swedish law. Weapons do not lead to war in 

themselves, some argue. It is hard, however, to argue against that “arms sent into a region 

may exacerbate tensions, spur an arms race, and make it more likely that (…) war will emerge 

as the continuation of politics by other means”. And in the event of an on-going war “the 

existence of large and sophisticated stocks of weapons may make the conflict more violent 

and destructive” (Pierre, 1982: 5).  

Corruption and negative impact on development. The arms trade can be argued to be 

one of the most corrupt industries in the world. Data from 2005 shows that 40% of all 

corruption connected to trade in the world “occurred in the sales of armaments” (Holden et al, 

2016: 118). Other data do also connect corruption to military spending and argue that the 

more corrupt a country is the more it spends on the military.  

As will also be discussed in the part on the economic interests of arms trade, the system 

that has been built around exporting arms with a relationship between government and 

industry based on a mutual dependence, bribery has become an important part of arms trade 

(Smith, Humm and Fontanel, 1985: 243). Bribery, offsets, countertrade deals and the fact that 

a lot of the arms deals are made with authoritarian regimes are some of the factors that have 

made way for corruption into the global arms trade.  

When it comes to development, there is an on-going debate on whether arms trade can 

spur and help a developing country or if the choice of spending money on military equipment 

hinder further development (Ohlson et al, 1988). In the end it is a question of priorities if a 

country choses to spend money on military or development. It is also a moral issue if a selling 

country should promote such a prioritising.   

Women’s rights. When outlining its politics for the upcoming four years in power, the 

new Swedish Green/Social Democratic government declared that its foreign policy would 

build on a feminist idea (Regeringen 2018). This “feminist foreign policy” was set out to 

control and decide all Swedish foreign policy in the future. The policy is based upon six 

goals: Women and girls right to the human rights, freedom from physical, mental and sexual 

violence, women’s and girls’ role in conflict solutions, women’s and girls’ political 

participation, women’s and girls’ right to take economic rights and power, and women’s and 

girls’ sexual and reproductive rights (Regeringen 2018). All of the Swedish foreign policy, 

including the arms exports, should be based upon these six indicators.  
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Supply of weaponry to a country do often fuels and enables gender-based violence and 

the repression of women (Aggestam & Bergman-Rosamond, 2016: 329). The fact that 

Sweden has a Feminist foreign policy on one hand, and large arms exports to dubious regimes 

on the other creates a dilemma and conflict of interest (Aggestam & Bergman-Rosamond, 

2016: 329). As the policy acknowledges that women and girls are often suffering more from 

conflict and violence, arms exports to dictatorships or countries violating human rights should 

not be possible or at least something that would be criticised.  

3.7 Arms technology 
There are roughly three types of technology connected to the arms exports. The first type is 

conventional weapons for battle, and these can also be classified as dangerous technologies. 

Dangerous technologies are technologies that are “capable of producing massive amounts of 

death, injury and/or property damage within a short span of time”. What separates these 

technologies from for example parts of weapons is that these goods are in themselves capable 

of doing damage and are not dependent on other technology to do it: “their intentional use, 

accidental use or failure can do enormous damage”. Dumas mostly discuss these issues in 

relation to weapons of mass destruction such as nuclear or biological weapons. I would argue 

that it is also possible to classify conventional weapons as dangerous technologies since the 

prime use of these weapons is to kill and/or damage people or property. Conventional 

weapons are also, as with weapons of mass destruction, heavily dependent on human 

fallibility and can cause damage due to accidents. Weapons of today are also often dependent 

on some kind of computer technology, which is also fragile and can cause further damage 

(Dumas 1999: 10-24, 251-252).  

The second type of technology connected to arms exports is dual-use technology. 

Dual-use includes “goods and technologies that may be used for both civilian and military 

purposes”. These items are types of technology that are not in the first place thought of as 

used in weaponry and are in themselves not able to cause damage. Items included in the dual-

use category are “certain types of nuclear material, chemicals, biological agents, information 

technology (IT) software, components and technology” (Bauer & Bromley, 2016: 1). Items 

that are not included in dual-use regulations can also be classified as dual-use goods if the 

idea is that the end-use is in some kind of weaponry.  

The third category of technology is arms-making technology. This category is close to 

the dual-use one but I would argue that there are arguments for separating them. This category 

involves technical transfers such as components of weapons, technical data and know-how, or 
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sales of whole factories or production lines. What distinguishes this category from dual-use 

items is that these are technologies to be used for military use only. This is especially 

sensitive technology to export since it does not only export weapons, which keeps the power 

balance between exporting and importing nation, but rather “contribute to the arms-making 

potential of other nations, and because they enhance the competitive position of other 

industrial powers”. Therefore, they raise foreign policy concerns and questions. Technology 

transfers of this type does also create a deeper interaction and relationship between the 

exporting and importing state which can create larger foreign policy issues. This is especially 

the case if the arms-making technology is exported to a state with bad human rights and 

democracy reputation since it can be seen as and result in “support for regimes of dubious 

stability or questionable intentions” (Klare, 1984: 163, 177).  

3.8 Economic interests of arms trade 
The economic factors of arms exports are to support trade and economic relations, to gain 

profits, keep up the trade balance and create jobs (Erickson, 2015; Klare, 1984). The idea 

often conveyed by arms proponents is that a stop in military production would create a “fall in 

incomes and an increase in unemployment” (Melman, 1988: 8). This claim is dominant in the 

discourse of arms export and often a used motivation for the trade.  

The economic factors for arms export are to be seen in two dimensions, the 

international and the domestic (Erickson, 2015). Support for exports, trade and economic 

relations are part of the international dimension, whereas the creator of job opportunities and 

support for the domestic military industry are part of the domestic. Even though the economic 

aspect is usually an important part of the pro-arms export discourse it has not been without its 

share of critique.  

An arms deal includes a range of factors, such as the actual weapon, access to 

technology, training, spare parts, export credits and insurance for payment, it is therefore hard 

to define what an arms deal is actually worth. The fact that today’s arms technology is created 

from parts made in different countries, offsets and foreign exchange costs, the risk of a non-

payment for a deal, and a lack of transparency and therefore a lack of data makes it almost 

impossible to account for what the actual real return on arms exports is (Smith, Humm and 

Fontanel, 1985: 241). As a company would not export if it were not profitable this creates a 

reality where subsidies from the country exporting have been necessary for an arms deal to be 

done.  
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A lot of states become their industry’s dealers in the international market and the 

government must both protect its industry and become a large buyer of its technology to a 

price that is usually higher than if it would go on export. A lack of large private companies 

that can act without subsidies from its domestic government and a market nature defined by 

“long product development cycle and dependence on success in a few large sales make both 

production and demand very ‘lumpy’ and uneven” (Smith, Humm and Fontanel, 1985: 242) 

and the arms market becomes “risky and unattractive”.  

3.9 State interaction  
In today’s globalised international system it can be argued that all states are at some 

level interacting with each other (Stein 1990). The character of how states interact will colour 

their later trading and foreign policy relations. A country with good historical interaction will 

be more likely to sign a new trade deal for example.  

Connected to arms trade, to sign an arms deal creates a special relationship between 

the buying and selling country as it is a deal with military, political and economic interaction. 

Also, arms exports can be used to strengthen or build a relationship with another country. 

Based on these ideas, it is likely that a deal with a country that Sweden has good relations to 

earlier will increase the will to defend the arms deal. Also, the relationship-building aspect of 

an arms deal can further be used by politicians to its maintenance.  

3.10 Summary 
The theories that will be used to answer my research question are legitimation and 

legitimation crises, theories of framing, theories of the relationship between media and 

politics, and motives for arms exports. Together with the four factors (character of inter-state 

relationship, character of weapons technology, character of the importing state, and economic 

interests of arms exports) these theories will build the theoretical ground for the thesis.  

Legitimation and legitimation crises theory will be used in connection to the 

legitimation of arms exports and as a potential explanation for an ending of an arms deal. 

Theories of framing will be used to build a foundation to analyse what frames i.e. perceptions 

of a phenomenon that are used by Swedish media and politicians when talking about the four 

factors linked to the case country (Saudi Arabia, South Africa or Thailand) and the Swedish 

arms deal with that country.  
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4. Methodology 
This part of the paper will discuss the methodology and methods used to structure the analysis 

of the thesis. The research design used for this analysis is a case study design and the method 

that will be used for analysing the material is a content analysis.  

4.1 Case selection and time frames 
The cases that will be analysed are Sweden’s arms deals and military cooperating 

agreements with Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Thailand. These cases were chosen in part 

because Sweden has exported a lot of weapons to these states throughout the years. Saudi 

Arabia was chosen because as an outcome of the political debate in 2012-2015, the Swedish 

government chose to end military cooperation with the country. South Africa was chosen 

since there was a corruption scandal regarding Swedish arms exports there in the late 1990s 

but the two nation’s military cooperation has continued. Thailand will be used to examine if 

the proposed model can account for cases in which the “scandal” attached to a pattern of arms 

sales is relatively muted in the media and political spheres. Thailand is, however, a country 

that critics of the Swedish arms exports often highlight due to its questionable human rights 

record.  

The time periods for the cases differ to meet the objectives of the research. The time 

period used to analyse the case of Saudi Arabia will be 2012-2016 because these were the 

years between the scandal and the end of the military cooperation. On the 6th of March 2012 

Sveriges Radio exposed a project, led by the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI), under 

the name project Simoom that included plans for building a weapons factory in Saudi Arabia 

(Sveriges Radio, 2012). On March 10, 2015, the military cooperation between the countries 

was ended (SVT, 2015).    

The time period of the South African case will follow the same logic and circle around 

the years of the arms deal and following debate. The first notice that the South African arms 

deal could involve corruption or was not done properly was apparent already a year after the 

deal was completed in 1999, when Dagens Nyheter first noticed what could be corruption 

when the full details of the deal were exposed (DN, 1999) but it was criticised already in 

1998. Still today the deal is discussed and debated, but the last big debate was in 2010 when 

Nils Resare released a book with new insights to the deal. Hence, the years of the analysis 

will be 1998-2010.  

There was no clear scandal attached to the Thailand case but there has been a debate 

on arms exports to dubious regimes in the follow up to the Saudi Arabia scandal and also 

connected to the parliamentarian investigation on war material (KEX) that was launched in 
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2012 and finished and presented in 2015. Therefore, Thailand will be analysed in the same 

time period as Saudi Arabia, 2012-2016.  

4.2 Method for analysis 
The actual data for the cases are analysed using a deductive approach to the content 

analysis. The deductive approach can be seen as a directed approach in that sense that it is 

based on categories and measures that are “established prior to the analysis” (Feldman, 2017: 

45) which comes from theory or earlier findings. By “measures” I mean a term used to 

explain indicators that help link theories to their empirical applications, i.e. they show how 

the underlying concepts or theories can be specifically applied to data. In this paper, the 

categories are set from the measures created from the four theoretical factors that are used to 

analyse the cases: the character of interstate relationship, character of the state, the character 

of the technology, and the character of the economic interests.  

The measures used in this paper will be created either deductively based on the 

theories or inductively by going through reports to find these measures. The next part of the 

Methodology section will be used to discuss the creation of the measures and will be divided 

into four parts dealing with all the factors one by one.  

The idea of this thesis is to use the four theoretical factors (see above) to see if they 

can explain different outcomes when it comes to arms deals and military cooperation between 

Sweden and different states, in this case Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Thailand. The 

relationship among the four different factors is discussed below and shown in Figure 1 on 

page 23. 

In the first part of the analysis, (A) the economic relationship between Sweden and the 

case countries (Saudi Arabia, South Africa and Thailand) will be analysed to get an 

understanding of the economic interest that Sweden has in the arms deal and military 

cooperation with the country. This will be a quantitative analysis of the actual trade between 

the countries. 

The second part of the analysis will be a qualitative content analysis of the Swedish 

media and politicians framing of the (B) inter-state relationship between Sweden and the 

country importing Swedish weapons, (C) the character of the state buying Swedish weapons, 

(D) the technology that Sweden is exporting to that country, and (E) the economic interest of 

the arms deal and military cooperation with the country.  

Exporting weapons includes, as all types of trade relations, an assessment of the buyer. 

The thesis builds its analytical tool on the idea that the character of the state, which Sweden 
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are exporting weapons to, and the inter-state relationship between Sweden and that country to 

some extent affect the view on that arms deal amongst media, politicians and the public.  

When analysing the media and political framing of the country importing Swedish 

arms both positive and negative frames will be used about the arms deal and the country in 

case. The positive frames are deployed deductively from the theory of motives behind 

exporting weapons and from state interaction theory. In other words, the factor of the inter-

state relationship and the factor of the character of the importing state will be used in a 

symbiosis to analyse the framing of the country that receives Swedish weapons.  

The negative frames used to describe the character of the state importing weapons is 

analysed through measures that are used to describe the character of that state. These 

measures are collected from studies made by Human Rights Watch and Amnesty 

International. The measures collected both for the positive and negative framings are then 

used as coding schemes when analysing the media and political frames.  

As mentioned above, the character of the Swedish economic interests attached to an 

arms sale will be analysed in two ways, both quantitative and qualitative. First, by showing 

the economic relationship between Sweden and the case country quantitatively. Swedish arms 

exports to a given nation X are compared to total Swedish exports to nation X. The Swedish 

imports from the country are also analysed to get a picture of how great the economic 

interests are between the two countries. It is possible that a nation X, the country importing 

Swedish weapons, will link imports of civilian goods and services from Sweden to its ability 

to import military technology, products and services from Sweden. Therefore, the thesis also 

analyses: (a) how great Swedish civilian exports to nation X are compared to total Swedish 

exports to all nations; (b) what Swedish companies export to X and how significant they are 

in the size or power of all Swedish companies; and (c) whether these Swedish companies 

have actively supported or opposed arms exports restrictions to county X. Second, based on 

the quantitative results of the analysis described above, the Swedish economic interest 

attached to an arms sale will also be analysed qualitatively through a content analysis.  

The measure for the character of weapons technology will be deduced from theoretical 

categories and applied to each major arms sale. This study uses the categorisation made 

describing the types of military technology in the theory section. The idea here is to list what 

type of technology is exported from Sweden to the case country analysed and assess how 

lethal it is and what category of technology it belongs to. This list of weapons exported from 

Sweden will be used to create measures for analysing how Swedish media and Swedish 

politicians are framing the technology exported.  
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There is also a link between what type of arms technology that is exported and the 

character of the state receiving the weapons. Therefore, these two factors will also be 

analysed together to see if there is a greater concern amongst Swedish media and politicians 

about an arms deal sending lethal weapons to an authoritarian regime.  

Further, (F) the relationship between media and politics is characterised by interaction 

and interdependency. Therefore, a special section in the empirical analysis will be devoted to 

the interaction between Swedish media and Swedish politicians. Do we see a high or low 

representation by Swedish politicians in the media articles analysed for one case country? To 

what degree is there a consensus in the views between Swedish politicians and Swedish media 

of for example, the character of one of the case countries?  

By comparing the results of the empirical analysis for each of the four factors, the 

concluding part of the empirical section will analyse how the different results (G) affect the 

legitimacy of the Swedish arms exports to the case countries. The legitimation of a specific 

arms export deal can be dependent on the public viewing such exports as something 

connected to the national interest and to values and expectations of the state. A certain 

framing of the importing state in the media or by politicians, export of a type of technology 

that is difficult to legitimate or a specific economic interest connected to an arms deal will 

affect the public’s view of the export and, possibly, affect its legitimation.  

(H) It is not certain that a loss in legitimation will end the arms deal or military 

cooperation. The media can frame and display an arms deal in a negative way and affect its 

legitimation, without that leading to a policy change. If the politicians, however, also frame an 

arms deal in negative ways it is more likely that a change in policy will happen to potentially 

curtail the arms export, i.e. limit it or end it. A political framing can affect policy outcome 

without there being an affect on legitimation first. Therefore, the role of the media will be 

analysed first and then the role of politicians.   

To conclude, the relationship between the factors and how these are connected are 

illustrated in Figure 1 below. First, (A) the economic relationship between Sweden and the 

case country is analysed. Second, (B) the framing in Swedish media and by Swedish 

politicians of the inter-state relationship, (C) the character of the importing state, (D) the 

technology exported and (E) the economic interest are then analysed. Before analysing the 

results of the media and political framing and its effects on legitimation and policy change, 

(F) the relationship between media and politics is analysed. The framing in Swedish media 

and by Swedish politicians can, as discussed above, (G) affect the legitimation of the arms 

deal, which can potentially lead to a (H) change in policy in limiting or ending a deal 
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Figure 1: The relationship between the factors 

 
 

4.2 Development of measures 
	

In this section I present how the measures of the four factors (character of interstate 

relationship, character of the state, character of the technology and character of the 

economic interest) were created through the operationalization of the theories and methods.  

First, the character of interstate relationship builds on the idea that an arms deal 

between two countries creates a relationship between the buying and selling state as it is a 

deal of military, political and economic factors. One key motive behind exporting arms is to 

create or strengthen a relationship with the nation receiving your weapons. Therefore, the 

measures that will be used to analyse the factor of the inter-state relationship are: first, if the 

arms deal is framed as a relationship builder with the receiving nation as a motive for the deal. 
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Second, when framing the country receiving the Swedish weapons, is the historical 

relationship between Sweden and the case country discussed and described as good, and used 

as a way to motivate the arms deal? 

I will also develop measures to assess the character of the state. The idea of exports of 

weapons to, for example, a dictatorship or human rights violator as something that is 

problematic based on morality, which is a priori, e.g. before the arms sales. These measures 

are, therefore, based on ideas discussed in the theory section about normative arms exports.  

The labels in Table 2 below which will be used as the measures, are established 

through an inductive approach, assessing the case countries from the annual reports of 

Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch. The categories represent the sum up of all 

statements in the report describing the state as, for example a human rights violator. When 

there is an X, the measure will be adopted to that case country.  

The categories of statements created are: Human rights violator, Dictatorship, 

Misogynistic, Militaristic, Corruption and Poverty and Social injustice. For human rights 

violator the measure will be “statements declaring a lack of human rights or violations against 

these”. For category dictatorship the measures will be “statements calling the case country a 

dictatorship or anti-democracy”. For the category misogynistic the measure will be 

“statements about a lack of rights for women and girls”. For category militaristic the measure 

will be “statements calling the case country militaristic, a supporter of terrorism or war 

mongering”. For category corruption the measure will be “statements calling the government 

corrupt or spending money on things that does not benefit the needs of the population”. 

Lastly, for category poverty and social injustice, the measure will be “statements about 

problems with poverty, social injustice and lack of health care”.  

The articles and statements that will be analysed and that can be connected to the 

measures can potentially create a negative framing of the state and will, probably, be 

connected to arguments saying that exports to these countries are problematic. Therefore, in 

the empirical section, the articles and the number of sentences where the Swedish media and 

Swedish politicians frame the case country in positive, negative or neutral ways will be 

analysed and compared amongst the case countries. The idea is that a higher frequency of 

negative framing in Swedish media and by Swedish politicians will affect the likelihood that 

an arms deal would be limited or ended.   

Table 2 below shows which measures of the character of the importing state that will 

be used in the analysis for the different case countries. Where there is an X the measure apply 

and will be used and where there is an O the measure does not apply and will not be used.  
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Table 2: Categories and measures for the case countries 
Category: Measure Saudi Arabia South Africa Thailand 
(A) Human rights 
violator: Statements 
declaring a lack of 
human rights or 
violations against these. 
Also religious 
extremism. 

x x x 
(B) Dictatorship: 
Statements calling the 
case country a 
dictatorship or anti-
democracy 

x o x 
(C) Misogynistic: 
Statements about a lack 
of rights for women and 
girls x o o 
(D) Militaristic: 
Statements calling the 
case country militaristic, 
a supporter of terrorism 
or war mongering 

x o x 
(E) Corruption: 
Statements calling the 
government corrupt or 
spending money on 
things that does not 
benefit the needs of the 
population 

o x o 
(F) Poverty and social 
injustice: Statements 
about problem with 
poverty, social injustice 
and lack of health care 

o x o 
 

Source: Amnesty International Report for Saudi Arabia 2017/2018: 317-320; Human rights watch, 
World report 2018: Saudi Arabia: 460-468. Amnesty International Report for South Africa 2017/2018: 332-334; 
Human rights watch, World report 2018: South Africa: 489-494. Amnesty International Report for Thailand 
2017/2018: 358-360; Human rights watch, World report 2018: Thailand; 546-553. 

 
As mentioned earlier the character of the economic interest will be analysed in two sections: 

one where the quantitative economic relationship between Sweden and the case countries are 

analysed, and one that will be part of the qualitative content analysis focusing on if the arms 

deals in the different cases are framed as an economic interest.  

For the quantitative analysis the arms exports to the country will be compared to the 

total Swedish exports to that country to see how sufficient the arms exports are to the total 

exports. The exports and imports from and to Sweden will also be compared to all Swedish 

exports and imports to establish how large part the trade with the case country is to the total 

Swedish trade. Also, the Swedish companies that trade or have production in the case 

countries will be listed.  
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The measures that will be used to analyse the framing of the character of the economic 

interest will be based on the assumptions made about the connection between arms exports 

and economic interests. The idea is to analyse if media and politicians frame the arms deal in 

case as an economic interest or not. The measures will be either “the arms deal is framed as 

an important economic interest due to profit or job creation” or “the arms deal is not framed 

as an important economic interest as it is not profitable or a creator of jobs”.  

In its annual report on arms exports, the Swedish government lists what type of 

technology is exported to each country. By looking at the exports to Saudi Arabia, South 

Africa and Thailand for the time periods of the analysis and establishing what type of 

technology is exported, measures can be created by going back to the classifications made in 

the theory section. In the theory section I made a distinction between three categories of 

weapons technology: conventional weapons for battle, dual-use goods and arms technology. 

This is shown in Table 3 below. 

Table 3. Type of technology exported to case country 
Key factor Saudi Arabia South Africa Thailand 
Type of technology 
exported  

Surveillance technology, 
radar systems, Arms 
factory  

JAS 39 Gripen (Airplane) JAS 39 Gripen 
(Airplane), Surveillance 
technology 

Category classification Dual-Use technology 
Arms-making 
technology,  

Conventional weapon Conventional weapon 
(Jas), Dual-Use 
technology (Surveillance)  

 
Source: “Regeringens skrivelse: Strategisk exportkontroll – Krigsmateriel och produkter med dubbla 
användningsområden 2012-2016, 1998-2000. Resare 2010. 
 

The character of the weapons technology exported is also connected to the character of 

the importing state regime receiving the technology. This relationship between the factors is 

described in Table 4 below. Depending on what type of technology is exported and the 

character of the regime that it is exported to, the level of problems that can arise from the 

export differ. Non-military sales are usually viewed as ok, although as problematic if exported 

to anti-democratic regimes, as it can be seen as legitimating the regime. As discussed in the 

theory section, dual-use goods are a debated phenomenon as they can be used for military 

purposes. Therefore, dual-use goods are viewed as more problematic when exported to anti-

democratic regimes than non-military sales. Lastly, military sales are always viewed as a 

problematic export, even to democratic regimes, because it raises issues of priorities of the 

importing state’s budget. Although, when exported to questionable regimes military sales are 

always a questionable export and it is viewed as something that should not be allowed 

exported to anti-democratic regimes.   
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Table 4: How can we assess exports by defence-serving corporations? 
 

 Democratic regime Questionable regime Anti-democratic regime 
Non-military sale No real problems 

  
Confusion Potential for problems 

“Dual-use technology” Confusion Confusion Greater potential for 
problems 

Military sale Issues of budget priorities Confusion Not allowable  
 
Source: Feldman 2018.  

4.3 Data and material  
The units of analysis in this thesis are the statements in newspapers measured by number of 

sentences in a given article and the total number of articles for the Swedish media and 

statements in newspapers and debates in parliament based on sentences for Swedish 

politicians. The material to be analysed is, in other words, media coverage in newspapers and 

politicians framing in debates and interviews. The measures created in the earlier section will 

be used both in the analysis of the Swedish media and politicians.  

The data that will be analysed has been selected from four newspapers: Dagens 

Nyheter, Svenska Dagbladet, Aftonbladet and Expressen. These Swedish newspapers can be 

seen as the elite newspapers of Sweden. Looking at circulation data, these four are the ones 

with the largest number of readers, which is shown in the Table 5 below. These newspapers 

will give a great amount of material for the analysis and, as content analysis is about 

categorising subjective interpretations, the newspapers biases are not an issue as that is what 

to be analysed. Even so, the choice of these papers give a broad span of political viewpoints 

from the conservative Svenska Dagbladet, the liberal Dagens Nyheter and Expressen, and the 

Social Democratic Aftonbladet.  

A newspaper contains, roughly, of three sectors: the editorial, the news and a debate 

page. The editorial and news sections reflect the newspapers biases as they reflect their views 

and a phenomenon. The debate pages reflect the elite opinion on a subject, which do not 

necessarily reflect the views of the paper. By also looking at the debate pages it is possible to 

show how the newspapers steer and put boundaries on the debate and that is of great 

importance to fully understand how newspapers affect the views of the public.   

The material for the newspapers will be collected using the search engine for the 

media archive Retriever. Retriever contains an archive of all Swedish newspapers and lets you 

view the articles in their actual layout. To make sure that I find all the articles, the search will 

be complemented by also looking at the newspaper’s own archives and by searching Google.  
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The sampling of the newspaper articles will be done in the following way. For debate 

articles in the newspapers, all the articles will be analysed for each case. The analysis of the 

debate articles will be done and presented in a separate part of the media sections in the 

empirical section. The news and editorial articles will be handled in a different way. The 

population of articles for the cases of Saudi Arabia and South Africa are massive and 

therefore it is impossible to analyse them all. The samples for the Saudi Arabia and South 

Africa cases was therefore collected by going through the articles in a random order and pick 

every second article until I had a sample of 30 articles. In the case of Thailand the number of 

articles was not a problem in the same way, as it was a small number (29+8) and therefore all 

these articles were analysed.  

When it comes to the politicians, the primary data will be debates in the Swedish 

parliament and interviews with key representatives of government. The politicians, their 

views and frames, are of interest so their biases are not important.  

Not every politician will be used in the analysis. Rather, I will focus will on statements 

by key politicians in the two leading parties of Swedish politics (the Social Democrats and the 

Conservative Party). As the analysis of the cases attached to the specific arms exports 

arrangements have different time periods and contexts the data will differ in some part 

between them. For the case of Saudi Arabia there was an extra debate in the Swedish 

parliament and the number of times the politicians appeared in newspapers also differ due to 

context. A constant part in the data will be to analyse the annual foreign policy debates in the 

Swedish parliament as a set of data.  

Two issues rises when searching for key politicians to use in the analysis. First, the 

time periods attached to the cases are not in line with the length of office for the different 

Swedish governments. Second, the ministerial posts for foreign affairs and defence have 

shifted between politicians within the same government due to scandals and other external 

circumstances. In Table 6, I try to outline first which party was in government and opposition 

during the different time periods, and second the data that will be analysed for the Swedish 

politicians framing of the different case countries and arms deals.   

Table 5: Circulation data for the newspapers 
Newspaper Circulation data 
Aftonbladet 3,479,000 
Expressen 2,306,000 
Dagens Nyheter 1,131,000 
Svenska Dagbladet 837,000 
Source: TU Mediehusens branschorganisation, Räckvidder 2017. 2017-05-22.  
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Table 6. Politicians’ Statements to be analysed for each case 
 Socialdemokraterna/The 

Social Democrats 
Moderaterna/The 
Moderate Party 

Data to be analysed 

Saudi Arabia 
2012-2016 

In opposition 2012-2014. 
In government with Green 
Party 2014-2015 

In government with Liberal 
Party, Christian Democrats, 
and Centre Party 2012-2014. 
In opposition 2014-2015 

Foreign policy debates 
2012-2016, Foreign policy 
declarations 2012-2016, 
Debate in parliament about 
arms deal with Saudi Arabia 

South Africa 
1998-2010 

In government 1998-2006. 
In opposition 2006-2010 

In opposition 1998-2006. In 
government 2006-2010  

Foreign policy debates 
1998-2010, Foreign policy 
declarations 1998-2010 

Thailand 
2012-2016 

In opposition 2012-2014. 
In government with Green 
Party 2014-2015 

In government Liberal Party, 
Christian Democrats, and 
Centre Party with 2012-
2014. In opposition 2014-
2015 

Foreign policy debates 
2012-2016, Foreign policy 
declarations 2012-2016 

 
The data used for analysing the quantitative economic relationship between Sweden 

and the case countries are collected from the Swedish central statistical agency (Statistiska 

centralbyrån, SCB) and Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI). The data 

from SCB is collected from their statistical database and will be used to assess the Swedish 

total exports and imports. The databases from SIPRI will be used to be able to see total 

Swedish arms exports. In their database it is easy to get data for the total exports to a certain 

country. The SIPRI data on arms exports is internationally recognised as a trustworthy source. 
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4.4 Disposition of the paper 
Table 7 below is made to make it easier to follow the analysis and to know where each factor 

is analysed, what sources of data that will be used and what measures will be used in the 

analysis of that factor.  

Table 7: Where each factor is analysed, from what data and with what measures 
 Name Where 

discussed/analysed 
and in thesis 

Sources of data Measures 

A. Character of 
interstate 
relationship 

5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.3.2, 
5.3.3, 5.4.2, 5.4.3 

Newspaper articles, 
Swedish 
politicians’ 
statements 

Arms exports as 
relationship 
builder, historical 
relationship  

B. Character of the 
state 

5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.3.2, 
5.3.3, 5.4.2, 5.4.3 

Newspaper articles, 
Swedish 
politicians’ 
statements 

Dictatorship, 
Human rights 
violator, 
Corruption, 
Misogynistic, 
Militaristic, 
Poverty and social 
injustice.  

C. Character of the 
technology 

5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.3.2, 
5.3.3, 5.4.2, 5.4.3 

Newspaper articles, 
Swedish 
politicians’ 
statements 

Technology framed 
a lethal. 
Connection 
between the 
exported 
technology and 
regime in receiving 
country. 

D. Character of 
economic interest 

5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 
5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3, 
5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3 

SCB, SIPRI, 
Newspaper articles, 
Swedish 
politicians’ 
statements 

Total export, 
import and arms 
exports. Framing of 
the economic 
interest of an arms 
deal. 

E. Relationship Media 
and Political 
framing 

5.4 Newspaper articles, 
Swedish 
politicians’ 
statements 

Connection 
between media and 
political framing 

F. Legitimation 5.4, 6.0 Discussion of the 
result from the 
analysis 

Legitimation crisis. 
Legitimation of an 
arms deal 

G. Policy change 6.0 Discussion of the 
result from the 
analysis 

Change in policy 
outcome. 
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5. Empirical section  
5.1 Introduction  
In this chapter of the thesis the empirical results will be presented and discussed. The chapter 

is divided into five sections, one for each of the cases (the Swedish arms deals to Saudi 

Arabia, South Africa and Thailand), one for the relationship between media and politicians, 

and one for empirical conclusions. The sections for the cases are also divided into three sub-

sections, one for the economic relationship between Sweden and that country, one for the 

framings of the case country and the arms deal by Swedish politicians, and one for the 

framing in Swedish media about the case country and the arms deal.  

5.2 Saudi Arabia 

5.2.1 Economic relationship – Sweden and Saudi Arabia 

Sweden and Saudi Arabia have had diplomatic bonds since 1957 and the Swedish embassy in 

Riyadh opened in 1984 (Utrikesdepartementet 2018). Saudi Arabia has for a long time been 

viewed as an important trade partner to Sweden and is the largest Swedish exports market in 

the Middle East region.  

According to the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Utrikesdepartementet) the 

trade relations between the two countries are good and over 40 Swedish companies are 

represented at the Saudi market (Utrikesdepartementet 2018). Amongst the Swedish 

companies at the Saudi market are the largest IKEA and H&M (ibid). Some Swedish 

companies have also actual production in the country – Volvo Lastvagnar, ABB, Tetra Pak, 

Arla Foods, Abetong AB and Cardo Doors AB (Swedwatch 2005: 5). Swedish companies 

have also invested in infrastructure projects in Saudi Arabia. 

The Swedish exports to Saudi Arabia are mostly exports of services provided by 

Swedish state agencies, engineers and the health sector and investments in energy and 

infrastructure (Utrikesdepartementet, 2018, Business Sweden, 2018). Saudi Arabia, on the 

other hand, invests in Swedish companies and in the Swedish housing market 

(Utrikesdepartementet 2018).  

Business Sweden, a Swedish agency with the aim to support and promote Swedish 

companies abroad, has an office in the Saudi capital Riyadh and has been supporting Swedish 

companies in Saudi Arabia for over 40 years (Business Sweden 2018). The exports from 

Sweden to Saudi Arabia are ten times larger than the Swedish imports from Saudi Arabia, the 

annual exports are approximately 10 billion SEK and the imports 1 billion SEK 

(Utrikesdepartementet 2018).  
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The tables below show some of the key numbers of the economic relationship between 

Sweden and Saudi Arabia. As shown in Table 8 total Swedish arms exports to Saudi Arabia 

for the years of 1998-2015 are 1.6 billion SEK. This constitutes for 1.07% of the total 

Swedish exports to Saudi Arabia, which is 149 billion SEK. What can clearly be said about 

these numbers is that the share of arms exports of the total exports from Sweden to Saudi 

Arabia is far from a sufficient part of the Swedish trade with the country.  

Table 8: Total arms exports, total exports, and share of arms exports of total export 
from Sweden to Saudi Arabia 

Swedish arms exports to Saudi 
Arabia 1998-2015 (A) 

Total Swedish exports to Saudi Arabia 
1998-2015 (B) 

Share of Arms Exports/Total 
Exports, (A)/(B) 

1.6 billion SEK 149 billion SEK 1.07% 

 
Sources: SIPRI Trend indicator valuse of arms export from Sweden, 1998-2015, SIPRI Arms transfers database. 
Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, bortfallsjusterat, 
tkr efter handelspartner och år”.   
 
Tables 9 and 10 show the total trade between Sweden and Saudi Arabia compared to 

Sweden’s total trade. The total exports and imports between Sweden and Saudi Arabia are 

compared to the total exports and imports of Sweden. As discussed earlier, the tables show 

that the exports from Sweden to Saudi Arabia are ten times higher than the imports from 

Saudi Arabia to Sweden. It is also clear that the Swedish exports to Saudi Arabia sustain a 

larger part of the total Swedish exports than what the imports from Saudi Arabia are of the 

total Swedish imports.  

 
Table 9: Swedish exports to Saudi Arabia, Total Swedish exports, and share of exports 

to Saudi Arabia of all Swedish exports 
Swedish exports to Saudi Arabia 
1998-2015 (A) 

Total Swedish exports 1998-2015 
(B) 

Share of Exports to Saudi 
Arabia/Total Exports (A)/(B) 

149 billion SEK 17835 billion SEK 0.008% 
 
Source: Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, 
bortfallsjusterat, tkr efter handelspartner och år”.   
 

Table 10: Swedish imports from Saudi Arabia, Total Swedish imports, and share of 
imports from Saudi Arabia of all Swedish imports 

Swedish imports from Saudi 
Arabia 1998-2015 (A) 

Total Swedish imports from all 
countries 1998-2015 (B) 

Share of imports from Saudi 
Arabia/Total imports (A)/(B) 

14 billion SEK 15996 billion SEK 0.0009%  
 
Source: Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, 
bortfallsjusterat, tkr efter handelspartner och år”.   
 
When analysing these numbers it seems like if the state is authoritarian and controls trade 

relations with it, that attacking an arms export to the country will possibly facilitate retaliation 

based on trade leverage that country (state) has with Sweden. This idea can also be seen when 
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analysing the debate about if Sweden should end its military cooperation with Saudi Arabia. 

The fear Sweden ending its military cooperation with Saudi Arabia would also affect the civil 

trade is reflected in a debate article that was signed by a large number of Swedish companies 

with trade relations or production in Saudi Arabia. In an analysis, Dagens Nyheter’s Birgitta 

Forsberg sums up their fear:  

”If the Swedish government were to, under public political commotion, end the deal 
were Jacob Wallenberg, Leif Johansson and Carl Bennet worried that the Saudis 
would resent and let it affect all Swedish exports to the Arab world” My Translation 
(Birgitta Forsberg, Dagens Nyheter, 2015-03-28). 
 
As representatives for their companies and financial empires they felt the need to act. 

As a result of their fear, 31 Swedish companies signed a debate article that was published on 

DN Debatt (2015-03-06). In the article the message was that ending the military cooperation 

and arms deal with Saudi Arabia would affect all Swedish exports to the country. This is 

visualised in the quote below: 

”In that sense, the deal between Saudi Arabia and Sweden is not only about the area of 
defence” My Translation (DN Debatt 2015-03-06) 

 
In the following debate, both after the debate article at DN Debatt and the eventual 

end of the military cooperation between Sweden and Saudi Arabia, the connection between 

military and civilian exports played an important part when analysing the course of events in 

economic terms. The argument that the military trade with Saudi Arabia was a small part of 

the total Swedish exports did some sources claim was an important fact when the Swedish 

Government choose to end the cooperation: 

”One source inside the cabinet office stresses that the arms deal includes ‘very little 
trade’ as a reason for that it could be ended” My translation (Pär Karlsson, 
Aftonbladet, 2015-03-11). 
Looking at the editorial pages of the newspapers analysed, two quite different views 

on the topic can be seen. Whilst Aftonbladet calls the fears of the companies and business 

leaders exaggerated Svenska Dagbladet sees the ending of the deal as something that can 

affect future Swedish establishments in Saudi Arabia.  

”Ikea in the Saudi capital Riyadh will open as usual tomorrow at ten a clock. 
Sweden’s exports will continue and the warnings of the business leaders will, as usual, 
turn out as exaggerated” My Translation (Anders Lindberg, Aftonbladet, 2015-03-11) 
”Saudi Arabia has, on the other hand, closed the door for all kind of establishment of 
Swedish companies, by declaring that no new business visas will be obtained” My 
Translation (Tove Lifvendahl, Svenska Dagbladet, 2015-03-22). 
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5.2.2 Content analysis – Swedish politicians on Saudi Arabia  
In this section the Swedish politicians framing of Saudi Arabia, the technology exported to 

Saudi Arabia, Sweden’s inter-state relationship with Saudi Arabia and the economic interest 

of the arms deal between the two countries will be analysed through a content analysis. As 

mentioned in the methodology section the primary data for this analysis are the annual foreign 

policy debates in the Swedish parliament.  

In this analysis the foreign policy declaration and the following debate will be 

analysed separately. The declaration is interesting to analyse first as it is a result of what is 

viewed as what the government sees as the most important parts of the Swedish Foreign 

policy and what they consider should be on the foreign policy agenda. It is interesting to see if 

the government themselves mention arms exports or if and how they frame the case countries 

that are analysed here. The analysis of the foreign policy debate will then complement the 

analysis of the declaration and hopefully will other politicians bring the issues of arms exports 

to the agenda. This separation in the analysis can help us understand the gap between the 

spoken word and actual policy for the Swedish governments.  

In the analysis of the Foreign policy declaration for the years 2012-2015 there were 

zero sentences mentioning the arms deal between Sweden and Saudi Arabia and zero 

sentences mentioned the Swedish arms exports at all. Further, zero sentences mentioned Saudi 

Arabia and therefore the framing of the country was neither positive nor negative. In fact, 

arms exports were not mentioned at all in any of the declarations.  

When analysing the foreign policy debates in the Swedish parliament between 2012-

2015 we can clearly see how the debate on the Swedish military cooperation with Saudi 

Arabia did escalate in 2015. The foreign policy debate in the Swedish parliament was held 

one month before the government ended the military cooperation with Saudi Arabia. 

In the debates in 2012-2014 the issue of arms exports were raised but the Social 

Democrats and the Conservative Party choose not to take the debate. When the issue was 

raised in the 2015 debate, and then also in connection to the arms deal and military 

cooperation with Saudi Arabia, both Minister of Foreign affairs Margot Wallström (S), and 

Spokesperson for Foreign policy Karin Enström (M), choose to answer.  

”It is obvious that the politics in Saudi Arabia is far from a feminist politics. Above all 
the rights of women are violated. They are not allowed to drive a car. Bloggers are 
flogged, and a royal family with absolute power rules the country. With this in mind it 
is obvious that we cannot use another word than calling them a dictatorship, and that 
rimes bad with our intentions for the arms exports.” My translation Margot Wallström, 
2015 
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“I have clearly said that Saudi Arabia is a dictatorship.” My translation Karin 
Enström, 2015 

 
Table 11: Statements made by key representative for foreign policy issues in 

Social Democrats in Foreign policy debates 2012-2015 
 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Character of inter-state relationship     
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports     
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good     
Character of Saudi Arabia     
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Human rights violator    2 
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Dictatorship    1 
Sentences calling SA Misogynistic    3 
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia Militaristic     
Character of the exported technology     
Sentences calling the exported technology lethal     
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the character of the 
regime receiving the weapons 

   1 

Character of Economic interest     
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest     
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic interest     
 

Table 12: Statements made by key representative for foreign policy issues in 
Conservative Party in Foreign policy debates 2012-2015 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Character of inter-state relationship     
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports     
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good     
Character of Saudi Arabia     
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Human rights violator     
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Dictatorship    2 
Sentences calling SA Misogynistic     
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia Militaristic     
Character of the exported technology     
Sentences calling the exported technology lethal     
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the character of the 
regime receiving the weapons 

    

Character of Economic interest     
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest     
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic interest     

On the 11th of April in 2012, the Left Party summoned the Swedish parliament for a 

special debate about the Military cooperation deal with Saudi Arabia. This debate takes place 

a month after the exposure of the deal. This debate will be analysed in the same way as the 

foreign policy debates was analysed. Focus will be on Minister of foreign affairs Carl Bildt, 

Conservative Party and spokesperson on foreign policy Urban Ahlin, Social Democrats.  

In defending the military cooperation and arms deal between Sweden and Saudi 

Arabia Minister of Foreign Affairs at the time, Carl Bildt, argues that for Sweden to keep up 

its image as a dependent and trustworthy trade partner it is important to keep agreements that 
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are made. He also argues that the good inter-state relationship with Saudi Arabia is important 

to keep and by that, in a sense, he uses the relationship building as a motive to keep up the 

cooperation.  

”To sustain Sweden’s credibility as an international cooperation partner it is important 
that we respect agreements that are signed. Governments come and go, but Sweden’s 
commitments remains. To break or without changes in the circumstances end a signed 
agreement is costly and harmful. We have a clear national interest of good 
relationships and close dialogue in different questions with Saudi Arabia. The 
collected value in the Arab and Muslim world should not be underestimated. It most 
certainly is the case now when this world is likely in the beginning of a dramatic 
transaction” My translation Carl Bildt 
 

Table 13: Statements made by Carl Bildt in debate in Swedish parliament 11 April 2012 
 Total 
Character of inter-state relationship  
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports 1 
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good 1 
Character of Saudi Arabia  
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Human rights violator  
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Dictatorship  
Sentences calling SA Misogynistic  
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia Militaristic  
Character of the exported technology  
Sentences calling the exported technology lethal  
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the character of the regime receiving the 
weapons 

 

Character of Economic interest  
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest  
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic interest  
 

Urban Ahlin (S), spokesperson in Foreign policy issues for Socialdemokraterna, is explicit in 

his view of the factory and Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia is a dictatorship and human rights 

violator and it is problematic to build a factory in a country with that kind of regime.  

”It is the idea of a ‘weapon factory’, of restoration and reparation, in Saudi Arabia, a 
country that we know is a regressive regime” My translation Urban Ahlin 

 
 “Let us be clear. Saudi Arabia is a regressive regime. It is not a democracy. It is an 
absolute monarchy. I think it is painful to watch when Saudi Arabia enters Bahrain 
and knocks down the uprising, to watch what they have done in Yemen to support the 
old president and so on. I think it is unpleasant” My translation Urban Ahlin 
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Table 14: Statements made by Urban Ahlin in debate in Swedish parliament 11 April 
2012 

 Total 
Character of inter-state relationship  
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports  
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good 1 
Character of Saudi Arabia  
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Human rights violator 3 
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Dictatorship 2 
Sentences calling SA Misogynistic  
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia Militaristic 1 
Character of the exported technology  
Sentences calling the exported technology lethal  
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the character of the regime receiving the 
weapons 

1 

Character of Economic interest  
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest  
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic interest 1 
 
By using the news articles in the media analysis below I have been able to find statements 

made by politicians about Saudi Arabia and the military cooperation deal. I will here analyse 

some of the quotes from politicians to further expand the picture of the Swedish politicians 

framing of Saudi Arabia and the arms deal.  

On the morning 7th of March 2012 the military cooperation deal between Sweden and 

Saudi Arabia is exposed by Sveriges Radio. Already the same day a lot of party 

representatives from a range of political parties choose to express themselves in the media. 

What is clear is that a lot of them, even two party leaders of two parties that were part of the 

government (the Liberals and Christian Democrats), choose to frame Saudi Arabia as a 

dictatorship.  

”We do not think that Sweden should sign a deal with Saudi Arabia in the military 
area, as they are one of the worlds roughest dictatorships” My translation Göran 
Hägglund, Party leader Christian Democratic Party , 2012-03-07 

 
”Sweden shall not ruin its good reputation by supporting the military power of 
dictatorships” My translation Gustav Fridolin, Party leader Green Party, 2012-03-07 

 
”Saudi Arabia is a brutal dictatorship, we should not have arms cooperation with that 
nation” My translation Jan Björklund, Party leader Liberal Party, 2012-03-07 

 
The largest of the parties that were part of the Liberal/Conservative government, the 

Conservative Party, did not “see the scandal in the so called scandal” as Minister of Foreign 

Affairs Carl Bildt (2012-04-12) put it. How did they then motivate and argued for that the 

military cooperation deal was legitimate?  

When analysing statements made by Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt, it is clear that 

the economic interest is what motivates the arms exports for him and the party. Minister of 
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Foreign Affairs Carl Bildt shares this picture and also add the fact that the inter-state 

relationship is good with Saudi Arabia and that it is unwise to mess up that relationship.  

 “You will never see me hesitate when it comes to what creates jobs and exports credit 
to Sweden” My translation Fredrik Reinfeldt, Prime Minister. 2012-04-28 
”We have to remember that Sweden has built its wealth, fortune and welfare on trade 
with other countries” My translation Fredrik Reinfeldt, Prime Minister 2012-04-28 

 
”A democracy criteria would harm Swedish defence industry. It is about Swedish 
jobs.” My translation Carl Bildt, Minister of Foreign Affairs 2012-04-05 

 
 “We have businesses with many countries in the world. It is partly about Swedish 
jobs, but it also gives us creditability in the world. In this case we have a deal with 
Saudi Arabia that was signed in 2005 and is declared and discussed in the parliament, 
so it would be weird if we were not to carry it out. Everything is public.” My 
translation Carl Bildt, 2012-03-31 

 
Other things that are clear are they both cannot see why there is a problem in Sweden 

exporting weapons and also why Sweden cannot export to Saudi Arabia. If Sweden does not 

export, another country will.  

“It is not the case that the world lacks anti-tank missiles. Would the state of human 
rights been better if they bought French ones instead?” My translation Carl Bildt 2012-
04-28 

 
”Should we end our trade with China as well?” My translation Fredrik Reinfeldt, 
2012-04-10 

 
 “If not Sweden were to deliver anti-tank missiles to Saudi Arabia someone else had. 
Would the rights of women in Saudi Arabia been better then?” My translation Carl 
Bildt, 2012-03-31 

 
It is not until after the summer of 2012, five months after the deal was exposed, that 

the representatives of the Conservative Party change the framing of the character of Saudi 

Arabia. Neither Reinfeldt, nor Carl Bildt or Minister of defence Karin Enström was ready to 

frame Saudi Arabia in any negative sense (which was extra clear when Enström refused to 

call Saudi Arabia a dictatorship in a debate in parliament during the summer). In August, 

when pressured by the media representatives, Karin Enström calls Saudi Arabia a 

dictatorship.  

 “The Government does not divide the countries of the world into democracies or 
dictatorships, but if it only is possible to label Saudi Arabia as either democracy or 
dictatorship so should Saudi Arabia be described as a dictatorship” My translation 
Karin Enström 2012-08-14 

 
As we could see in some of the quotes from when the military cooperation agreement 

with Saudi Arabia was exposed, representatives from the Social Democrats and the Green 
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Party were critical to the agreement and the arms exports. In the election of 2014, these two 

parties won and formed the new government. Were they as critical to the deal and arms 

exports in general during the election and after winning it? 

When the first storm after the exposure of the military cooperation deal had calmed 

down and the election time arrived it was clear that both the Social Democrats and the Green 

Party had problem addressing criticism of the deal. As with the representatives of the 

Conservative Party, the Social Democrats framed the arms exports as an economic interest. 

When they later were in government, Minister of Enterprise Mikael Damberg argued that 

trade with countries like Saudi Arabia would help promote human rights.   

 “This is not only good for the single region. This has importance for the entire 
Swedish welfare” My translation Stefan Löfven 2012-04-01 

 
”We believe that trade and interaction with countries that are not democracies is a way 
to promote human rights” My translation Mikael Damberg, Social Democratic 
Party 2015-03-28 
 
The closer it got to 2015, when the military cooperation agreement with Saudi Arabia 

was to be renegotiated, it is clear that there were a shift in the discourse within the Social 

Democratic Party. This shift was embodied in Minister of Foreign Affairs Margot Wallström. 

As we could see in the foreign policy debate in the Swedish parliament in 2015, Wallström 

used a negative framing of Saudi Arabia when she referred to it as a dictatorship. This can be 

seen as key moment in the chain of events because not long after these words were used in 

parliament, Prime Minister Stefan Löfven also called Saudi Arabia a dictatorship and in the 

beginning of March the military cooperation agreement with Saudi Arabia was cancelled.  

 “For those calling it that, the characterisation holds. But it is obvious that Saudi 
Arabia is a dictatorship” My translation Stefan Löfven, 2015-02-21 

5.2.3 Content analysis – Swedish media on Saudi Arabia 
In now present an analysis of 120 news and editorial articles used to analyse Swedish media 

framing of the military arms deal with Saudi Arabia. The results from the twenty-one debate 

articles will be presented further down. 

The content analysis of the four largest Swedish newspapers (Dagens Nyheter, 

Svenska Dagbladet, Aftonbladet and Expressen) shows that the result is quite similar among 

the newspapers. For all the papers the majority of articles were negative in its framing of 

Saudi Arabia or the arms deal, a few were neutral, and zero were positive. The most common 

way for all the newspapers to express a negative frame was to characterise Saudi Arabia as a 

dictatorship. The second most common way was to frame Saudi Arabia as violator of human 

rights.  
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When going through these randomly sampled articles it was striking that not only on 

the editorial pages, where a newspaper states its opinion on a political subject, but also in the 

news articles, that are thought of as giving unbiased news, it was as common to call Saudi 

Arabia a dictatorship or an oppressive regime. In Table 15 below the results of the content 

analysis of the news and editorial pages in the Swedish newspapers are presented organised 

by newspaper and measurement category. 

Table 15. Analysis of sample of News and Editorial articles from Dagens Nyheter, 
Svenska Dagbladet, Aftonbladet and Expressen on Saudi Arabia 

 DN SVD Aftonbladet Expressen Total 
Articles positive to Saudi Arabia 0 0 0 0 0 
Articles negative to Saudi Arabia 28 22 24 24 98 
Neutral articles (Neither positive or negative framing) 2 8 6 6 22 
Articles discussing inter-state relationship      
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports 1 0 0 0 1 
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good 0 0 0 0 0 
Articles discussing the Character of Saudi Arabia      
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Dictatorship 50 24 42 39 155 
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Human rights violator 46 31 38 23 138 
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia Misogynistic  15 2 12 8 37 
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia Militaristic 2 8 6 1 17 
Articles discussing Character of the exported 
technology 

     

Sentences calling the exported technology lethal 2 5 4 12 23 
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the 
character of the regime receiving the weapons 

4 1 3 6 14 

Articles discussing the Character of Economic interest      
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest 10 4 2 9 25 
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic 
interest 

8 1 3 3 15 

Total number of articles 30 30 30 30 120 
Note: The same article can be part of multiple categories 
Source: Author’s analysis of 120 news articles from four papers. 

 
Table 16. Per cent of articles positive, negative and neutral in framing of Saudi 

Arabia 
 Positive framing Negative framing Neutral framing 
DN 0% 93% 7% 
SvD 0% 73% 27% 
Aftonbladet 0% 80% 20% 
Expressen 0% 80% 20% 
 
Table 16 above shows that the newspaper that was the most negative in its framing of Saudi 

Arabia and the military cooperation deal was Dagens Nyheter where 93% of the articles had a 

negative framing. DN also stands out as the paper that had the most sentences calling Saudi 

Arabia a dictatorship, a human rights violator, and was the paper with the most sentences 

where the arms deal was not framed as an economic interest.  
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On the other side, Svenska Dagbladet was the newspaper that was the least negative in 

its framing of Saudi Arabia where 73% of the articles had a negative framing. SvD was also 

the newspaper with the most articles that were neutral (27%), which means that they either 

had no framing or sometimes as much positive as negative framing.  

Expressen and Aftonbladet had the same numbers for the negative and neutral framing 

(80% negative, 20% positive).  

The content analysis of the 21 debate articles from the four newspapers debate pages 

(DN Debatt, SvD Brännpunkt, Aftonbladet Debatt and Expressen Debatt) shows a quite 

different result than the analysis of the news and editorial articles. First, two of the debate 

articles show a positive framing of Saudi Arabia or the military cooperation deal. Second, 

only one of the articles are neutral in its framing, which of course is natural as the basic idea 

of a debate article is to express an opinion. A list of the articles will be found in the Appendix. 

Table 17 below shows the result of the content analysis of the twenty-one debate 

articles that were analysed.  

Table 17. Analysis of Debate articles from DN Debatt, SvD Brännpunkt, Aftonbladet 
Debatt and Expressen debatt on Saudi Arabia 

 DN SVD Aftonbladet Expressen Total 
Articles positive to Saudi Arabia 2 0 0 0 2 
Articles negative to Saudi Arabia 7 4 5 2 18 
Neutral articles (Neither positive or negative framing) 0 1 0 0 1 
Articles discussing inter-state relationship      
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports 5 1 0 0 6 
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good 5 0 0 0 5 
Articles discussing the Character of Saudi Arabia      
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Dictatorship 21 8 7 4 40 
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia a Human rights violator 13 7 3 2 25 
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia Misogynistic  1 3 3 8 15 
Sentences calling Saudi Arabia Militaristic 2 0 0 1 3 
Articles discussing Character of the exported 
technology 

     

Sentences calling the exported technology lethal 1 3 1 0 5 
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the 
character of the regime receiving the weapons 

8 2 3 0 13 

Articles discussing the Character of Economic interest      
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest 5 0 1 0 6 
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic 
interest 

3 0 1 0 4 

Total number of articles 9 5 5 2 21 
Note: The same article can be part of multiple categories 
Source: Author’s analysis of 21 debate articles from four newspapers 
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Table 18. Per cent of debate articles positive, negative and neutral in framing of 
Saudi Arabia 

 Positive framing Negative framing  Neutral framing 
DN 22% 78% 0% 
SvD 0% 80% 20% 
Aftonbladet 0% 100% 0% 
Expressen 0% 100% 0% 
 
As pointed out in above, what stands out in the debate articles is that there were two articles, 

both published as DN Debatt, that were positive in its framing of Saudi Arabia or the military 

cooperation deal. The one debate article with the positive framing of the arms deal was the 

article signed by the thirty-one Swedish company leaders that were discussed in the section 

about Economic relations between Sweden and Saudi Arabia. What is worth adding in their 

framing is that they have a negative framing of Saudi Arabia as they both agree to that the 

country has a bad human rights record and is not a democracy but their framing of the arms 

deal with Saudi Arabia is positive. As pointed out in the earlier discussion, they connect arms 

exports to the civilian exports and therefore argue to keep the deal. Also, they argue that 

ending the arms deal would produce a good inter-state relationship between Sweden and 

Saudi Arabia. Hence, economic interests and relationship building motivates the military 

cooperation deal.  

Moving on to the articles with a negative framing of Saudi Arabia and the arms deal, 

the most common framing is, as with the news and editorial articles, to frame Saudi Arabia as 

a dictatorship and violator of human rights.  

“The regime in Saudi Arabia is one of the worlds most brutal dictatorships. It is not 
allowed to publicly criticize Islam or the royal family, political parties are forbidden 
and demonstrations are illegal. Bodily punishment as flogging and amputation are 
used as well as the death penalty. As a rule the executions take the form of 
decapitation for men and shootings for women” My translation. Anna Ek and Rolf 
Lindahl, Svenska freds- och skiljedomsföreningen, SvD Brännpunkt, 2012-02-23 

 
“At the same time as violations of the human rights have grown in numbers Saudi 
Arabia has become more brutal” My translation Hans Linde, the Left Party, Expressen 
Debatt, 2015-02-13 

 
Another aspect that is clear in the framing of the arms deal is that many of the authors 

link the arms deal to the type of regime of the receiving country. A lot of the articles discuss 

how signing an arms deal with an authoritarian regime/dictatorship legitimates that regime.  

“Trade with these kind of states can lead to that the repressions which become even 
worse as such trade risks legitimating such repression and continued violation of the 
human rights” My translation Johan Büsner, Sara Karlsson, Lawen Redar, 
Socialdemokraterna, DN Debatt, 2015-02-20 
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 “No one can seriously claim that arms exports to Saudi Arabia can be anything other 
than legitimation for the current social system” My translation Jesper Bengtsson, The 
think-tank Tiden, Aftonbladet Debatt, 2015-02-13 

5.3 South Africa 

5.3.1 Economic relationship – Sweden and South Africa 
After the first free election at the end of the apartheid rule in 1994, Sweden and the 

ANC government in South Africa signed a deal for regular development cooperation 

(Utrikesdepartementet 2018). As South Africa developed its economy and raised the living 

standard the deal was gradually phased out and cancelled in 2013.  

The cooperation between Sweden and South Africa can be seen in both trade and 

political sphere, where the latter is both important at the bilateral as at the multilateral level. 

In 1999 a special bi-national commission was established between Sweden and South Africa. 

The aim of the commission was to create a common area where issues of politics, economics, 

human rights, education and research could be discussed (Utrikesdepartementet 2018). 

The exports to South Africa and the overall trade between the countries have evolved 

during the last years and South Africa is today amongst the twenty most important export 

partners for Sweden (Utrikesdepartementet 2018). Approximately 90 Swedish companies 

have business or production in South Africa. After the election in 1994 the Swedish agency 

Business Sweden established an office in Johannesburg (Business Sweden 2018). Ericsson, 

Scania and ABB are some of the Swedish companies with large investment in South Africa. 

South Africa is today the biggest export market for Sweden in Africa (Business 

Sweden 2018). The exports are mainly tools, vehicles and machinery. The Swedish imports 

from South Africa mainly involve different kinds of foods.  

The tables below show some of the key data defining the economic relationship 

between Sweden and South Africa. As shown in Table 19 the total Swedish arms exports to 

South Africa for the years of 1998-2015 was 6.84 billion SEK. This constitutes for 6% of the 

total Swedish exports to South Africa, which was 114 billion SEK. Compared to the numbers 

for Saudi Arabia, the arms exports represent a quite large part of total Swedish exports to 

South Africa. South Africa is one the countries that Sweden exports the largest amount of 

weapons to during this time. 
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Table 19: Total arms exports, total exports, and share of arms exports of total export 
from Sweden to South Africa 

Swedish arms exports to South 
Africa 1998-2015 (A) 

Total Swedish exports to South Africa 
1998-2015 (B) 

Share of Arms Exports/Total 
Exports, (A)/(B) 

6.84 billion SEK 114 billion SEK 6% 
 
Sources: SIPRI Trend indicator valuse of arms export from Sweden, 1998-2015, SIPRI Arms transfers database. 
Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, bortfallsjusterat, 
tkr efter handelspartner och år”.   
 

Tables 20 and 21 shows total trade between Sweden and South Africa compared to 

Sweden’s total trade. The total exports and imports between Sweden and South Africa are 

compared to the total exports and imports of Sweden. As with Saudi Arabia, the Swedish 

exports to South Africa were larger than the imports from South Africa. The exports from 

Sweden are three times larger than the imports to Sweden.  

Table 20: Swedish exports to South Africa, Total Swedish exports, and share of exports 
to South Africa of all Swedish exports 

Swedish exports to South Africa 
1998-2015 (A) 

Total Swedish exports 1998-2015 
(B) 

Share of Exports to South 
Africa/Total Exports (A)/(B) 

114 billion SEK 17835 billion SEK 0.006% 
 
Source: Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, 
bortfallsjusterat, tkr efter handelspartner och år”.   
 

Table 21: Swedish imports from South Africa, Total Swedish imports, and share of 
imports from South Africa of all Swedish imports 

Swedish imports from South 
Africa 1998-2015 (A) 

Total Swedish imports from all 
countries 1998-2015 (B) 

Share of imports from South 
Africa/Total imports (A)/(B) 

36 billion SEK 15996 billion SEK 0.002%  
Source: Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, 
bortfallsjusterat, tkr efter handelspartner och år”.   

5.3.2 Content analysis – Swedish politicians on South Africa 

In the analysis of the foreign policy declaration for the years 1998-2010 there were zero 

sentences mentioning the arms deal between Sweden and South Africa but three of the 

declarations mentioned the Swedish arms exports. Table 22 below shows the results of the 

content analysis. What is interesting about the sentences discussing arms exports is that they 

all stress the need for further regulations to the global arms trade and that Sweden has 

restrictive arms exports, which is shown in Anna Lindh’s quote below.	

”Another key contribution to the work on peace is to develop the control over the arms 
trade, as for the trade with weapons of mass destruction. Sweden has a restrictive 
policy on these subjects and work for a future where the same is the fact for the world” 
My translation Anna Lindh, Social Democratic Party, Sweden’s Foreign policy 
declaration 2001 

 
Also, in the 1998 declaration, the Minsiter of Foreign affairs, Lena Hjelm-Wallén 

(Social Democratic Party), stressed the need and the important role that Sweden should take 
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on their selves to restrict and work for a transparent arms exports, the same year as Sweden 

exported JAS Gripen to South Africa, a deal that can be argued to be both corrupt and drained 

the South African development budget.  

Further, three sentences mentioned South Africa, all three in a positive framing based 

on that Sweden and South Africa has a good inter-state relationship. 10 of the declarations did 

not mention South Africa at all and where therefore neither positive nor negative in its 

framing of the country. Three out of the 13 declarations were positive in its framing of South 

Africa and 10 out of the 13 were neutral.  

“In Africa, our shared values on human rights and humanitarian law are translated into 
practice. When Nelson Mandela won the first free presidential election in South Africa 
in 1994 was it a victory also for Sweden and our support in the fight against apartheid 
and colonialism” My translation Leila Freivalds, Social Democratic Party, Foreign 
policy declaration 2006 

 
Table 22: Analysis of the Swedish Foreign policy declarations 1998-2010.  

 Total 
Articles positive to South Africa 3 
Articles negative to South Africa 0 
Neutral articles (Neither positive or negative framing) 10 
Articles discussing inter-state relationship  
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports 0 
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good 3 
Articles discussing the Character of South Africa  
Sentences calling South Africa a Human rights violator 0 
Sentences calling South Africa Corrupt 0 
Sentences framing South Africa in terms of poverty and social injustice 0 
Articles discussing Character of the exported technology  
Sentences calling the exported technology lethal 0 
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the character of the regime receiving the weapons 0 
Articles discussing the Character of Economic interest  
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest 0 
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic interest 0 

 
When shifting over to the following Foreign Policy debates, the Swedish arms exports 

in general and the arms deal with South Africa especially are lifted in some of the debates. In 

the debates of 1999, 2000, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008 and 2010 the Left Party, Liberal Party and 

Green Part raised the issue of the Swedish arms exports for debate. In 1999, 2000 and 2004, 

the Green Party raised the arms deal with South Africa especially. Even though the issue of 

arms exports and the deal with South Africa is raised multiple times and in multiple years, 

there is only in one debate that either the Social Democrats or the Conservatives choses to 

answer. In 2005, after the Green Party asked for a debate about the Swedish arms exports, 
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Minister of Foreign affairs Leila Freivalds, give the answer that the restrictive arms exports 

laws of today will stay. 

By using the news articles that will be analysed in the content analysis of the media, it 

is possible to fin quotes from politicians to further expand our understanding of the political 

framing of South Africa and the arms deal. Compared to the case of Saudi Arabia there are 

fewer quotations from politicians in the news about the arms deal to South Africa. But there 

are still some interesting ones.  

The Swedish arms deal with South Africa has mostly been criticized based on the 

argument that South Africa, a country with a large part of poor people, social injustice and 

HIV should spend money on development and not on weapons technology. Also, that Sweden 

should not make money on others development. This moral dilemma was something that the 

Swedish media saw as well and confronted the politicians.  

Looking at some of the quotes from politicians when confronted by the media it is 

clear that some of them sees the moral dilemma but argues that Sweden’s arms exports is also 

important. Also, some argues that South Africa is not that underdeveloped and that it is up to 

them what they want to prioritise.  

”On a question about if a development country as South Africa should by HIV 
medicine or Jas aircrafts she answers: “It is possible to combine. Both things are 
important, and that is our arms export too.” My translation Ewa Björling the 
Conservative Party, 2007-09-13 

 
“At the same time it is completely right to lend money to South Africa to let the 
country by weapons, as South Africa is not one of the worlds poorest countries 
How do the Swedish loans affect South Africa’s debts? – Well, that you have to ask 
them about. I can imagine that if you loan money the debt rises” My translation Leif 
Pagrotsky, the Social Democrats. 2001-03-16 

 

5.3.3 Content analysis – Swedish media on South Africa 
In this part I will present the results of the analysis of the 120 news and editorial articles that 

were used to analyse the Swedish media framing of South Africa and the arms deal. The 

result from the 14 debate articles will be presented further down. 

The content analysis of the four largest Swedish newspapers (Dagens Nyheter, 

Svenska Dagbladet, Aftonbladet and Expressen) shows that the result is quite alike between 

the newspapers. For all the newspapers, the negative and neutral framing dominates, but all of 

them have also a quite large part of positively framed articles. SvD has the most positive 

articles but also the most negative ones.  
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What is clear from the content analysis of the Swedish newspapers framing of South 

Africa and the arms deal is that the framing is a lot more positive than the framing of Saudi 

Arabia. Also, that the largest part of the articles were neutral in its framing. Corruption and 

poverty and social injustice are the frames that are most current when framing South Africa 

and the arms deal negative, and economic interest and a good inter-state relationship are used 

the most for the positive framing.  

In Table 23 below the result of the content analysis of the news and editorial pages in 

the Swedish news papers are presented divided after newspaper and measurement category. 

 

Table 23. Analysis of sample of News and Editorial articles from Dagens Nyheter, 
Svenska Dagbladet, Aftonbladet and Expressen on South Africa 

 DN SVD Aftonbladet Expressen Total 
Articles positive to South Africa 6 9 5 6 26 
Articles negative to South Africa 10 11 10 8 39 
Neutral articles (Neither positive or negative framing) 14 10 15 16 55 
Articles discussing inter-state relationship      
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports 0 1 1 1 3 
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good 3 2 8 6 19 
Articles discussing the Character of South Africa      
Sentences calling South Africa a Human rights violator 1 2 0 0 3 
Sentences calling South Africa Corrupt 8 19 4 4 35 
Sentences framing South Africa in terms of poverty and 
social injustice 

12 8 12 13 45 

Articles discussing Character of the exported 
technology 

     

Sentences calling the exported technology lethal 4 2 6 2 14 
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the 
character of the regime receiving the weapons 

0 0 0 0 0 

Articles discussing the Character of Economic interest      
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest 5 21 11 4 41 
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic 
interest 

3 5 8 4 20 

Total number of articles 30 30 30 30 120 
Note: The same article can be part of multiple categories 
Source: Author’s analysis of 120 news articles in four papers 
 

Table 24: Per cent of articles positive, negative and neutral in framing of South 
Africa and the arms deal 

 Positive framing Negative framing  Neutral framing 
DN 20% 33% 47% 
SvD 30% 37% 33% 
Aftonbladet 17% 33% 50% 
Expressen 20% 27% 53% 

Table 24 above shows that Svenska Dagbladet was the newspaper that had both the 

most positive (30%) and negative (37%) articles towards South Africa and the arms deal. SvD 

is also the paper that stands out the most in comparison to the other newspapers. Svenska 

Dagbladet also stands out as the newspaper that has most sentences framing South Africa as 
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corrupt, and the highest number of sentences that frames the arms deal as an economic 

interest.  

Aftonbladet is the newspaper that has the lowest share of positive articles (17%) 

towards South Africa and the arms deal, but also to highest number of articles with a neutral 

framing (53%). Aftonbladet is also the newspaper that frames the arms deal with South Africa 

as a non-economic interest 

The content analysis of the 14 debate articles from the four newspapers debate pages 

(DN Debatt, SvD Brännpunkt, Aftonbladet Debatt and Expressen Debatt) shows a quite 

different result than the analysis of the news and editorial articles. A lot less articles are 

neutral in its framing, which was stated earlier is natural as debate articles should express an 

opinion on a subject. Instead, a majority of the articles are negative in its framing of South 

Africa and the arms deal. A list of the articles will be found in the Appendix. 

Table 25 below shows the result of the content analysis of the 14 debate articles that 

were analysed.  

Table 25: Analysis of Debate articles from DN Debatt, SvD Brännpunkt, Aftonbladet 
Debatt and Expressen debatt on South Africa 

 DN SVD Aftonbladet Expressen Total 
Articles positive to South Africa 1 1 0 0 2 
Articles negative to South Africa 3 3 5 0 11 
Neutral articles (Neither positive or negative framing) 0 0 1 0 1 
Articles discussing inter-state relationship      
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports 0 0 0 0 0 
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good 0 0 0 0 0 
Articles discussing the Character of South Africa      
Sentences calling South Africa a Human rights violator 1 0 1 0 2 
Sentences calling South Africa Corrupt 1 2 2 0 5 
Sentences framing South Africa in terms of poverty and 
social injustice 

7 8 30 0 46 

Articles discussing Character of the exported 
technology 

     

Sentences calling the exported technology lethal 1 0 0 0 1 
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the 
character of the regime receiving the weapons 

0 0 0 0 0 

Articles discussing the Character of Economic interest      
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest 4 3 0 0 7 
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic 
interest 

4 4 6 0 14 

Note: The same article can be part of multiple categories 
Source: Author’s analysis of fourteen debate articles in four newspapers 
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Table 26: Per cent of debate articles positive, negative and neutral in framing of 
South Africa and the arms deal 

 Positive framing Negative framing  Neutral framing 
DN 20% 80% 0% 
SvD 20% 80% 0% 
Aftonbladet 0% 83% 17% 
Expressen 0% 0% 0% 

Articles published at DN Debatt and SvD Brännpunkt were the most positive in its 

framing of the arms deal (20% each) but on the same the a majority of the articles published 

were negative (80% each). At Aftonbladet Debatt one article with a negative framing (17%) 

were published and here were also the highest share of negative articles published (83%) and 

these articles were also the ones using the most sentences framing South Africa as a country 

with a lot of poverty and social injustice. Interesting to note is that no articles were published 

at Expressen Debatt during this time period.  

The most common way to express a negative framing of South Africa and the arms 

deal was to frame South Africa as a country with a lot of poverty and social injustice. Also 

common, but not at all to the same extent, was to frame the arms deal as a non-economic 

interest.   

“It is not enough that Jas costs the Swedish taxpayers hundreds of billions of SEK. 
They also try with promises about generous loans and counter investments to impose 
poor countries like South Africa these airplanes, even though they do not experiencing 
any military threats” My translation Ingrid Ternet, Svenska fredskommittén in 
Göteborg, Ulf Olsson, Svenska Freds- och skiljedomsföreningen in Göteborg, Siv 
Bildtsén, IKFF i Göteborg, SvD Brännpunkt, 1998-11-11 

 
“South Africa is a country where almost one third of the population (15 millions) lives 
in extreme poverty, under two dollars a day. At the same time, South Africa buys Jas 
Aircrafts for 15 billion SEK” My translation. Kristoffer Moldés, Kristna 
studentrörelsen, KG Hammar, Fd Ärkebiskop, Ewa Lindqvist Hotz and Ludvig 
Lindström, Charity International, Peter Weiderud, Broderskapsrörelsen, Mattias Irving 
och Sven Wollter, Skådespelare, DN Debatt, 2009-04-20 

 
The articles that were positive in its framing did focus on a positive framing of the 

arms deal and framed it as an economic interest for Sweden. They also link the arms deal to 

the fact that Swedish companies can win large civilian orders as well. The classical argument 

that for Sweden to keep competence in its defence industry it is dependent on arms exports is 

also central.  

”A billion order from South Africa on a tolling system that Kapasch Traffic Com in 
Jönköping won is the result of Saab’s robot development. Governments from different 
sides have realised that a defence industry cannot survive without exports” My 
translation Alf Svensson (KD), Stefan Löfven, IF Metall, Gunnar Eliasson, Professor 
KTH, Göran Persson, former Prime Minister (S), DN Debatt 2009-10-26 
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What is clear when it comes to the critique that is given towards the Swedish arms 

exports to South Africa is that the negative framing is not focusing its critique on South 

Africa but more onto Sweden and the fact that Sweden has acted corrupt in the arms deal and 

used South Africa to make an economic profit. South Africa is to an extent framed as poor 

and a country with a lot of social injustice, but the critique is not aimed towards that the South 

African government choose to buy Swedish Airplanes. Rather it is aimed towards the Swedish 

government that acted corrupt when choosing to export weapons to a country that they knew 

was more in need of development aid and to use their money on other internal issues.  

”There is now a severe risk that the Swedish public, that has paid for the Jas project, 
never will get the entire truth about what is likely the largest bribe scandal in Swedish 
history” My translation Peter Eriksson, Green Party, DN Debatt, 2009-06-17 

 
“It is one thing that South Africa choses to arm themselves when five million people 
are on their way to die. It is actually an entirely different thing that the Swedish 
government in such a systematic and massive way back up these businesses – without 
even ask the question how South Africa’s poor and HIV infected will be affected” My 
translation. Bo Forsberg and Magnus Walan, Diakonia, Aftonbladet Debatt, 2003-06-
10 

 

5.4 Thailand 

5.4.1 Economic relationship – Sweden and Thailand 
Thailand is one of the countries that Sweden has had the longest diplomatic relationship with 

and the first steps were taken in 1883 (Utrikesdepartementet 2018). Trade and tourism 

characterises the relationship between the countries. A Swedish chamber of commerce were 

established in Thailand in 1989 and a Thai chamber was established in Sweden in 1997 (ibid).  

The trade relationship between Sweden and Thailand stretches 100 years back in 

history and the annual Swedish exports to Thailand are approximately 4 billion SEK. 

(Business Sweden 2018). Swedish companies exports mostly tools, equipment and 

machinery, and paper. Around 70 Swedish companies have operation in the country.  

The Swedish imports from Thailand are the same in size as the Swedish exports, 

around 4 billion SEK annually (Business Sweden 2018). The largest groups of imported 

goods are food, electronics and machinery.  

The tables below show some of the key numbers of the economic relationship between 

Sweden and Thailand. As shown in Table 27 the total Swedish arms exports to Thailand for 

the years of 1998-2015 are 4.2 billion SEK. This constitutes for 6.4% of the total Swedish 

exports to Thailand, which are 149 billion SEK. As with the South African case, the share of 
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arms exports of all exports from Sweden to Thailand is quite large and a lot larger than for 

Saudi Arabia.  

Table 27: Total arms exports, total exports, and share of arms exports of total export 
from Sweden to Thailand 

Swedish arms exports to 
Thailand 1998-2015 (A) 

Total Swedish exports to Thailand 1998-
2015 (B) 

Share of Arms Exports/Total 
Exports, (A)/(B) 

4.2 billion SEK 65 billion SEK 6.4% 

 
Sources: SIPRI Trend indicator valuse of arms export from Sweden, 1998-2015, SIPRI Arms transfers database. 
Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, bortfallsjusterat, 
tkr efter handelspartner och år”.   
Table 28 and 29 show the total trade between Sweden and Thailand compared to Sweden’s 

total trade. The total exports and imports between Sweden and Thailand are compared to the 

total exports and imports of Sweden. Even though the Swedish exports to Thailand is larger in 

actual numbers compared to the Swedish imports, they both consists for the same share of the 

total Swedish exports/imports, 0.004%. Compared to the cases of South Africa and Saudi 

Arabia where the Swedish exports were larger both in actual numbers and as share of the 

whole, the Swedish trade with Thailand is equal in exports and imports.  

Table 28: Swedish exports to Thailand, Total Swedish exports, and share of exports to 
Thailand of all Swedish exports 

Swedish exports to Thailand 1998-
2015 (A) 

Total Swedish exports 1998-2015 
(B) 

Share of Exports to Thailand/Total 
Exports (A)/(B) 

65 billion SEK 17835 billion SEK 0.004% 
 
Source: Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, 
bortfallsjusterat, tkr efter handelspartner och år”.   
 
Table 29: Swedish imports from Thailand, Total Swedish imports, and share of imports 

from Thailand of all Swedish imports 
Swedish imports from Thailand 
1998-2015 (A) 

Total Swedish imports from all 
countries 1998-2015 (B) 

Share of imports from 
Thailand/Total imports (A)/(B) 

56 billion SEK 15996 billion SEK 0.004%  
 
Source: Statistiska centralbyrån, Statistikdatabasen, “Varuexport till bestämmelseland. Totala värden, 
bortfallsjusterat, tkr efter handelspartner och år”.   

5.4.2 Content analysis – Swedish politicians on Thailand  
In the analysis of the Foreign policy declaration for the years 2012-2015 there were 

zero sentences mentioning the arms deal between Sweden and Thailand and zero sentences 

mentioned the Swedish arms exports at all. Further, zero sentences mentioned Thailand and 

therefore the framing of the country was neither positive nor negative. In fact, arms exports 

were not mentioned at all in any of the declarations.  

Also, when analysing the Foreign policy debates there are zero sentences mentioning 

Thailand and arms exports. One time is the regime in Thailand mentioned but only very brief 

and in a context where the democratic progress is discussed.  
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As with the case of South Africa, there are some attempts from the Green Party and 

Left Party to raise a debate about the Swedish arms exports. There is, however, no mentioning 

about the arms deal with Thailand. The attempts to create a debate where attacking the subject 

in a much broader sense.  

In the analysed time frame and the news article used in the content analysis of 

Swedish medias framing of Thailand and the arms deal the politicians are absent. Some of 

them do, however, express their opinion on arms exports to dubious regimes in a wider sense, 

but no one talks explicitly about Thailand.  

In 2015, the so called KEX-utredningen that was aimed to sharpen the Swedish arms 

exports policy towards dictatorships and human rights violators, were handed over from the 

parliamentary committee to the government. The message was: Sweden shall not arm 

dictatorships. 

”We shall of course not arm despots that can use the weapons towards its own 
population” My translation Hans Wallmark, Chair of KEX committee, when he hands 
over the Kex-utredningen to Margot Wallström, Social Democrats. 2015-06-27 

 

5.4.3 Content analysis – Swedish media on Thailand 
In this part I will present the results of the analysis of the 29 news and editorial articles that 

were used to analyse the Swedish media framing of Thailand and the arms deal. The result 

from the 8 debate articles that also was analysed will be presented further down. 

The content analysis of the four largest Swedish newspapers (Dagens Nyheter, 

Svenska Dagbladet, Aftonbladet and Expressen) shows that the result is quite different 

outcome for the newspapers. First, there are different numbers of articles published per 

newspaper. Second, two of them has mostly negative, one mostly positive and one mostly 

negative articles.  

The most common way to frame Thailand and the arms deal as negative is to frame 

them as a dictatorship. The most common way to frame the arms deal as positive is to frame it 

as an economic interest.  

In Table 30 below the result of the content analysis of the news and editorial pages in 

the Swedish newspapers are presented divided after newspaper and measurement category 
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Table 30: Analysis of sample of News and Editorial articles from Dagens Nyheter, 
Svenska Dagbladet, Aftonbladet and Expressen 

 DN SVD Aftonbladet Expressen Total 
Articles positive to Thailand 2 0 2 0 4 
Articles negative to Thailand 5 4 1 4 14 
Neutral articles (Neither positive or negative framing) 2 6 1 2 11 
Articles discussing inter-state relationship      
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports 1 0 0 0 1 
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good 0 0 0 0 0 
Articles discussing the Character of Thailand      
Sentences calling Thailand a Human rights violator 2 13 0 0 15 
Sentences calling Thailand a Dictatorship 9 12 0 3 34 
Sentences calling Thailand Militaristic 0 0 0 1 1 
Articles discussing Character of the exported 
technology 

     

Sentences calling the exported technology lethal 2 6 1 0 9 
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the 
character of the regime receiving the weapons 

0 1 0 0 1 

Articles discussing the Character of Economic interest      
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest 3 4 4 1 12 
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic 
interest 

2 0 3 3 8 

Total number of articles 9 10 4 6 29 
Note: The same article can be part of multiple categories 
Source: Author’s analysis of 29 news articles in four papers 

 
 

Table 31: Per cent of debate articles positive, negative and neutral in framing of 
Thailand and the arms deal 

 Positive framing Negative framing  Neutral framing 
DN 22% 55% 22% 
SvD 0% 40% 60% 
Aftonbladet 50% 25% 25% 
Expressen 0% 66% 34% 

 
The table above shows that Aftonbladet has the largest share of articles with a positive 

framing (50%) of Thailand and the arms deal. It is also clear that in the articles in Aftonbladet 

the issue seam to have been almost only an issue of economy. One sentence is also framing 

the weapons exported as lethal.  

Dagens Nyheter is the newspaper that is the most negative in its framing (55%) of 

Thailand and the arms deal. Svenska Dagbladet has, however, the most sentences with a 

negative framing of Thailand as they frame it as both a dictatorship and human rights violator.  

The content analysis of the 8 debate articles from the four newspapers debate pages 

(DN Debatt, SvD Brännpunkt, Aftonbladet Debatt and Expressen Debatt) shows a quite 

different result than the analysis of the news and editorial articles. All the debate articles are 

framing Thailand or the arms deal negatively. A list of the articles will be found in the 
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Appendix. Table 32 below shows the result of the content analysis of the 8 debate articles that 

were analysed.  

Table 32: Analysis of Debate articles from DN Debatt, SvD Brännpunkt, Aftonbladet 
Debatt and Expressen debatt 

 DN SVD Aftonbladet Expressen Total 
Articles positive to Thailand 0 0 0 0 0 
Articles negative to Thailand 3 2 3 0 8 
Neutral articles (Neither positive or negative framing) 0 0 0 0 0 
Articles discussing inter-state relationship      
Sentences using relationship building as motive for exports 0 0 0 0 0 
Sentences framing the inter-state relationship as good 0 0 0 0 0 
Articles discussing the Character of Thailand      
Sentences calling Thailand a Human rights violator 2 1 2 0 5 
Sentences calling Thailand a Dictatorship 1 2 4 0 7 
Sentences calling Thailand Militaristic 3 0 2 0 5 
Articles discussing Character of the exported 
technology 

     

Sentences calling the exported technology lethal 0 1 0 0 1 
Sentences connecting the type of technology to the 
character of the regime receiving the weapons 

0 2 0 0 2 

Articles discussing the Character of Economic interest      
Sentences framing the arms deal as an economic interest 0 0 0 0 0 
Sentences framing the arms deal not as an economic 
interest 

1 0 0 0 1 

Total number of articles 3 2 3 0 8 
Note: The same article can be part of multiple categories 
Source: Author’s analysis of eight debate articles in four newspapers 

 
Table 33: Per cent of debate articles positive, negative and neutral in framing of 

Thailand and the arms deal 
 Positive framing Negative framing  Neutral framing 
DN 0% 100% 0% 
SvD 0% 100% 0% 
Aftonbladet 0% 100% 0% 
Expressen 0% 0% 0% 
As stated above, all the debate articles that were published framed Thailand or the arms deal 

in negative terms. No articles were published at Expressen Debatt.  

The most common ways to frame Thailand or the arms deal negatively is to frame 

Thailand as either a dictatorship, a human rights violator or as militaristic. Some authors also 

connect the arms exports to the regime in Thailand, but to a much lesser degree than in the 

case of Saudi Arabia.  

”Despite this wording, permission has been given for exports to Saudi Arabia, Oman, 
Thailand and a line of other problematic countries when it comes to human rights” My 
translation Christoffer Burnett-Cargill, generalsekreterare Svenska Freds- och 
Skiljedomsföreningen Bo Forsberg, generalsekreterare Diakonia Anna Lindenfors, 
generalsekreterare Svenska sektionen av Amnesty International Karin Wiborn, 
generalsekreterare Sveriges kristna råd, DN Debatt, 2015-03-20 
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”In the Thai region of Patani region the conflict celebrates ten year anniversary and far 
over 1000 people have died in the battles” My translation Marcus Nilsson, Uppsala 
Conflict Data Program, DN Debatt, 2013-03-27 

5.5 Interaction between media and politicians  
Going back to the discussion in the theory section about the relationship between the politics 

and the media two things were stated: first, there is an interdependency between the 

politicians need to get their views out and the medias need to present news. Second, in times 

of crisis politicians tend to be given more space in the news media and their views are often 

let unchallenged.  

If we look at the news articles for the three cases, it clear that the politicians were 

represented in the debate about Saudi Arabia to a greater extent than in the cases of South 

Africa and Thailand. Representatives from almost all political parties are citied in the news 

articles and government representatives played an active role.  

In the South Africa case politicians were heard but not the same extent. It was much 

more common that representatives from Saab (the company building Jas Aircraft) were heard. 

For Thailand some politicians were heard when KEX-utredningen were handed over to the 

government, but never explicitly about Thailand.  

Looking at the debate articles published for each case we can once again see that the 

politicians are more present in the case of Saudi Arabia and South Africa. Out of the 21 

articles for the Saudi Arabia case nine were written of politicians, out of the 14 articles for the 

South Africa case six were written by politicians, and for the Thailand case two out of 8 were 

written by politicians.  

Conclusions that can be made when looking at the relationship between media and 

politicians are that the Saudi Arabia case can be seen a crisis in terms of legitimation. The 

politicians in general and especially the government are using the media to get their messages 

out. Compared to the debates about Thailand and South Africa the politicians are given more 

space in the media news. Finally, the message from the politicians in the government (both in 

2012 when the Saudi deal was exposed, and in 2015 when the deal was ended) is in defence 

of their actions, in defence of the deal in 2012 and in defence of ending it in 2015. 

5.6 Empirical Conclusion  
In this section I will discuss some of the conclusions that can be made from the empirical 

analysis. This section will only discuss conclusions from the empirical analysis. A further 

conclusion and discussion about the research question will be done in the next chapter of the 

thesis.  
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Table 34. Sum up of the results from the analysis 
 Saudi Arabia South Africa Thailand 
Proportion politicians Mostly negative framing 

of character of Saudi 
Arabia, Government in 
2012 framing positive as 
economic interest 

Framed as an economic 
interest by leading 
politicians, Good inter-
state relationship, Critics 
framed South Africa as a 
country with poverty and 
social injustice 

No explicit framing of 
Thailand, negative 
framing of character of 
state for dictatorships 
were Thailand was 
added.  

Proportions by media 
reporting 

82% negative, 18% 
neutral, 0% positive 

33% negative, 46% 
neutral, 21% positive 

48% negative, 38% 
neutral, 14% positive 

Proportion of debate 
articles 

86% negative, 9% 
positive, 5% neutral 

78% negative, 14% 
positive, 7% neutral 

100% negative framing 

Inter-state relationship Government tried to 
frame as positive 
relations 

Framed as a good inter-
state relationship 

Never mentioned 

Character of the state Dictatorship, Human 
rights violator, 
Misogynistic 

Poverty and social 
injustice, Corruption 

Dictatorship, Human 
rights violator 

Character of technology Seen as legitimating the 
regime 

Lethal Lethal 

Economic interest Low, however tried to be 
defended by both 
politicians and companies 
(the debate article with 
31 Swedish companies) 

Yes, the deal was framed 
as one too 

Tourism and a economic 
interest  

 

Looking at the quantitative economic relationship between Sweden and the case 

countries it is clear that the arms exports are a much larger part of the whole Swedish exports 

to Thailand and South Africa than it is in the case of Saudi Arabia. In quantitative terms it can 

be argued that the arms exports to Thailand and South Africa should be considered as a 

greater economic interest than the arms exports to Saudi Arabia.  

As discussed in the section of the Swedish economic relationship with Saudi Arabia 

Swedish companies expressed a fear that ending the military cooperation deal with Saudi 

Arabia would affect Sweden’s civilian trade with the country. This is linked to the 

authoritarian regime in Saudi Arabia. In a democracy, companies are independent of the state, 

but in authoritarian countries the state might control all of the trade and it can be more likely 

that they end all trade if they are not happy with the politics of Sweden.  

Further, to frame an arms deal as an economic interest is the most common way if 

politicians wants to defend the arms exports. This is clearly shown in both the Saudi Arabia 

and South Africa cases. It is also clear that framing an arms deal as an economic interest will 

make it less likely to be criticized and ended.  

On the other hand, a negative framing of the character of the country receiving the 

Swedish weapons have a negative impact on the arms deal. If also politicians of the 

government frame the country receiving the Swedish weapons negatively it is more likely that 
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the arms deal will end, which happened in the Saudi Arabia case were in the end both Margot 

Wallström and Stefan Löfven framed the character of the country as a dictatorship.  

Finally, what is the most pressing factor in the framing for ending an arms deal is to 

link the arms exports to the character of the regime. As suggested by Feldman’s table in the 

methodology section, trade with civilian and dual-use goods to authoritarian regimes are 

creating problems for the exporting state. But arms exports to authoritarian states are viewed 

as something that is not allowed and therefore, linking arms exports to the type of regime and 

that the arms exports both legitimises the regime and can be used towards its own population 

is likely to make the keeping of the arms deal impossible.  

6. Conclusion 
This thesis has analysed how frames deployed by Swedish politicians and in the Swedish 

media about four factors; inter-state relationship with the receiving country, the character of 

the technology exported, the character of the country receiving the weapons, and the 

economic interest of an arms deal affect the framing of an arms deal. By looking at the 

relationship between Swedish media and politicians it has also been possible to analyse how 

politicians have used media as a platform to defend and keep the public’s legitimation for an 

arms deal.   

In this concluding chapter I will discuss, by connecting to the discussion in the latest 

chapter, more indebt how the frames deployed by Swedish politicians and in Swedish media 

can affect the legitimation of an arms deal and if the policy change in the case of the Swedish 

arms deal with Saudi Arabia can be explained by a loss in legitimation.  

First of all, can we establish that there was a legitimation crisis connected to the 

Swedish arms deal with Saudi Arabia? I believe, after doing the analysis, that it is actually fair 

to say that there were two legitimation crises, one when the deal was exposed in 2012, and 

one in 2015 before the agreement was ended. Two legitimation crises but with two different 

policy outcomes.  

When the Swedish arms deal with Saudi Arabia was exposed in 2012 the response 

from politicians, media and the public were massive. It is clear, when looking at the content 

analyses of both the media and the politicians that the character of Saudi Arabia was framed 

negatively. It is also clear that the inter-state relationship between Sweden and Saudi Arabia 

was not framed in a positive way either. 

Another aspect that makes the legitimation of the Swedish arms deal with Saudi 

Arabia more questionable is the combination between the regime type in Saudi Arabia and the 
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technology exported. Many of the critics of the deal argued for the connection between the 

arms exports and the regime, and that exporting weapons to a dictatorships and human rights 

violator is legitimating the Saudi regime. Linking back to the discussion in the theory section, 

arms transfers to authoritarian regimes can have negative affects in two ways.  

First, as stated, it legitimates the regime. This is extra sensitive when it comes to 

export of arms technology, which the planned Swedish factory in Saudi Arabia was. Arms 

technology transfers are viewed as even more legitimating of the country receiving it as it is 

basically selling the ability to another country to arm itself.  

Second, the type of arms exported to a human rights violator does also matter. 

Surveillance technology, which was one of the technologies exported to Saudi Arabia from 

Sweden, is extra sensitive as it can be used against the civilian population in Saudi Arabia.  

The government, and especially the largest party in the government, the Conservative 

party, were determined to defend the deal, which they also managed to do. Looking at the 

statements by Carl Bildt and Fredrik Reinfeldt, the tactics were clear; to frame the arms deal 

as an economic interest. Linking back to the theory of legitimation connected to arms exports, 

it is necessary, to keep the legitimacy of an arms deal, to framed it as an national interest. 

Both Bildt and Reinfeldt, did this by linking the arms deal to job opportunities in Sweden, and 

also by linking arms exports to trade in general and arguing that Swedish wealth and welfare 

is built on trade with other nations.  

  Also they made sure that they did not have to say something about the character of 

the Saudi Arabian regime, to avoid having to frame Saudi Arabia negatively. This is extra 

clear at two times: First, in the extra debate in parliament, when faced by the question about 

Saudi Arabia, Carl Bildt instead talks about a good inter-state relationship between Sweden 

and Saudi Arabia. Second, Minister of defence, Karin Enström, avoids in interviews to call 

Saudi Arabia a dictatorship. It is not until the end of the summer in 2012 that she frames 

Saudi Arabia as a dictatorship. By that time, the crisis had blown over.  

As discussed in the theory section, media is also used as an actor for legitimation . 

There is a high frequency of statements in the media by both Carl Bildt and Fredrik Reinfeldt 

during the beginning of the crisis. Media is also giving them the space to get their message 

out, even though the media in itself are using negative frames for Saudi Arabia.  

In 2015, when the deal was to be renegotiated, the government had changed and the 

decision was in the hands of especially the Social Democratic party. What we can see in this 

legitimation crisis is how the rhetoric and discourse of the Social Democratic party changed. 

Prime minister Stefan Löfven tried to do as the representatives of the Conservatives before 
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him and frame the arms deal as an economic interest. But it did soon stand clear that the arms 

deal with Saudi Arabia was a much larger legitimation crisis for the Social Democratic/Green 

Government than for the Liberal/Conservative. The Green Party and its members, a party with 

roots in the pacifistic movement, criticised the arms deal with Saudi Arabia both in media 

statements but also when key representatives from the party elite published a debate article 

arguing for an end to the deal.  

It was not only the Green Party that made the issue hard for the Social Democrats. 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Margot Wallström that had declared that the foreign policy of 

this government would be a Feminist Foreign Policy, did not hesitate in the foreign policy 

debate in 2015 when the issue of the arms deal with Saudi Arabia was raised to frame the 

character of Saudi Arabia as not only a dictatorship but also as a human rights violator and as 

misogynistic. Maybe she saw that it was impossible for a Feminist government to have an 

arms deal with a misogynistic regime.  

When Stefan Löfven was faced with the questions about Wallströms statements he 

also decided to frame the character of Saudi Arabia as a dictatorship. Some media statements 

analysed do also claim that the government did not see the arms deal as an economic interest. 

It is only possible to speculate but it seam that the government choose to save its reputation 

over the deal.  

Further, the role of the media should not be underestimated. It is clear from the results 

that the negative framing in the media and the numbers of debate articles criticising the arms 

deal with Saudi Arabia escalated in 2015. Many editorial articles from all of the four 

newspapers argued for an end to the deal and in the news articles the negative framing of 

especially the character of Saudi Arabia increased.  

Why was there no legitimation crisis connected to South Africa? I would argue from 

the results in the analysis, that politicians and the media managed to frame the arms deal as a 

national interest connected to an economic interest. Further, it is also clear that politicians 

could use the historically strong inter-state relationship between Sweden and South Africa to 

motivate the deal. Finally, and maybe most important, Swedish politicians could also point to 

the fact that it was up to South Africa to buy the weapons. In the Saudi case it was up to 

Sweden to keep the deal or not. Therefore, the Swedish government could hide behind the 

argument that South Africa wanted the Jas Gripen aircrafts. 

Why was there no legitimation crisis in Thailand case? Even though there was a large 

debate about Swedish arms exports to dictatorships and human rights violators in general, 

there was never any debate explicitly about the arms deal with Thailand. Also, there was a 
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parliamentarian committee working on this issue and the government could hide behind the 

argument that they should wait for the committees report.   

To conclude, this thesis has shown how frames deployed by Swedish politicians and 

frames in the Swedish media on factors of inter-state relationship, character of the state 

receiving Swedish weapons, the technology exported, and the economic interest of an arms 

deal did affect the legitimation of the Swedish arms deal with Saudi Arabia that led to a 

policy change that ended the military cooperation between the two countries.   
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8. Appendix  
 

8.1 Chosen news and Editorial articles  
South Africa 

Table 1. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Dagens Nyheter for South Africa 
Article Title Date Author 

1 ”Idén om konsten som frizon låter radikal men är i 
själva verket en djupt konservativ föreställning.” 
 

2009-05-24 Dan Jönsson 

2 “Historien upprepar sig” 2008-07-13 Hanne Kjöller 
3 “Vapenexport ändrar karaktär” 2007-03-15 Anders Hellberg 
4 Sverige en dröm för utländska forskare” 2005-03-13 DN 
5 “Jasaffären med Sydafrika diskuteras igen” 2005-01-16 Anna Koblanck, 

Anders Hellberg 
6 “Okej sälja Jas tycker Freivalds” 2004-08-24 TT 
7 “Sydafrikas Gripenplan börjar byggas” 2003-10-11 DN 
8 “Regeringen stakar ut nya mål för svenskt bistånd” 2003-05-22 DN 
9 “Saabchef vill utbilda piloter” 2003-01-18 Conny Pettersson 

10 “Utlovad flyglinje till Sydafrika stoppas” 2002-08-11 Brita Svedlund 
11 “Fem frågor” 2002-04-17 Erik Ohlsson 
12 “Saab öppnar för charterresor” 2002-03-17 Brita Svedlund 
13 “Så vann Sydafrika matchen” 2002-03-17 Brita Svedlund 
14 “Något finns att lära av Gislaved” 2001-12-12 Barbro Hedvall 
15 “Hyckleriet sjunger på sista versen” 2001-11-11 Niklas Ekdal 
16 “Många intresserade – få vill köpa” 2001-09-11 Per Mortensen 
17 “Attac ett alternative för redan aktiva” 2001-08-27 Ewa Stenberg 
18 “Nöjda kunder kommer tillbaka” 2001-10-17 DN 
19 “Fritt fram att sälja kanoner till Indien” 2001-10-07 Sanna Björling, Per 

Luthander 
20 “Stockholmsbörsen igår: Blygsam handel på svensk 

börs” 
2001-06-27 Conny Pettersson 

21 “Oroande tecken I Sydafrika” 2001-04-29 DN 
22 “Saab tecknar avtal I Sydafrika” 2001-03-16 TT 
23 “Jasaffären kan gen y skuldkris” 2001-03-14 Anna Koblanck 
24 “Försvarsindustrin: Orderingången fördubblades” 2001-03-04 Thorsten Engman 
25 “Kristna anser försäljning av Jas Gripen omoralisk” 2001-02-22 TT 
26 “Saab är ingen verkstad längre” 2000-11-17 Kari Molin 
27 “Jasaffären I Sydafrika synas” 2000-10-31 TT 
28 “När suck-Jas blev jubel-Jas” 1998-12-11 Hans-Henrik Rönnow 
29 “Flygindustri: Slovenien planerar Jas-köp” 1998-12-05 Hans-Henrik Rönnow 

30 “Flygplansaffär med byteshandel” 1998-11-20 DN 
 

Table 2. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Svenska Dagbladet for South Africa 
Article Title Date Author 

1 ”Undantagen har blivit regel i vapenexporten” 2007-10-18 Mikael Holmström 
2 “Snabb frihandelsvän tar över – Moderaten Ewa 

Björling är Sveriges nya handelsminister” 
2007-09-13 Johan Myrsten 

3 “Mugabe avvisar medlingsförsök” 2007-08-17 Ola Säll 
4 “Saab spår att fler Jas säljs globalt” 2005-04-09 Erik Bergin 
5 “Saab får ännu en order från Airbus” 2005-03-03 Fredrik Braconier 
6 “Muthärva fläckar ANC” 2004-10-11 Ola Säll 
7 “-Där blåser den!” 2003-05-14 SvD 
8 “Hans penna hotar den korrupta vapenhandeln” 2003-04-09 Pia Helena Ormerod 
9 “Svenska vapen används just nu I Irak-kriget – USA 

näst största landet för svensk vapenexport” 
2003-03-21 Thomas Berglund 
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10 “Vi gick I USA:s ledband 2003-01-13 Carl Johan Åberg 
11 “Vad säger jordfräsens belackare nu?” 2002-02-05 SvD 
12 “Men svag rand sätter köp på kant” 2001-12-11 SvD 
13 “Privatiseringar splittrar allians I Sydafrika” 2001-08-04 Ola Säll 
14 “Sydafrikanska toppolitiker tog emot lyxbilar” 2001-04-09 Ola Säll 
15 “Sydafrika levererar fler delar till Gripen” 2001-03-16 Ola Säll 
16 “Mbeki undvek vapenaffär I årligt tal” 2001-02-10 Ola Säll 
17 “Sydafrika har svårt att ta kritik” 2001-01-25 Ola Säll 
18 “Ny rapport om Jas-affären” 2000-10-31 SvD 
19 “Jasaffär fläckas av mutanklagelser” 2000-10-06 SvD 
20 “Saabpartner anklagas för mutor I Gripenaffären” 2000-10-06 Ola Säll 
21 “Saab får hjälp med motköp” 2000-09-08 Ola Säll 
22 “De ekonomiska förutsättningarna för Jas I Chile och 

Brasilien har ökat” 
2000-07-03 Fredrik Sjöquist 

23 “Drömmen om ett plan” 2000-05-08 SvD 
24 “Gripendelar på plats I Sydafrika” 2000-04-12 Ola Säll 
25 “Jas-Gripen påverkar budgeten” 2000-02-25 Ola Säll 
26 “Haider inget hinder för Jas Gripen” 2000-02-16 Håkan Forsberg 
27 Signerat och klart för Jas I Sydafrika” 1999-12-04 Ola Säll 
28 “Svenska flakmoppar rullar in I Sydafrika” 1999-11-27 Ola Säll 
29 “Motköp är tyvärr legio i vapenaffärer” 1999-09-17 Sigfrid Leijonhufvud 
30 “Sydafrika kan vara på väg in recession” 1998-11-25 Ola Säll 

 
Table 3. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Aftonbladet for South Africa 

Article Title Date Author 
1 ”Protestera mot kriget” 2007-03-17 Aftonbladet Kultur 
2 ”Jas gökungen som skapar kris” 2004-04-01 Aftonbladet 
3 “Lena Mellin: Det här är dubbelmoral, Persson” 2004-01-10 Lena Mellin 
4 “Låt Jas störta för gott” 2002-10-25 Maj Wechselmann 
5 “Ny chef för herrklubben – Försvarsministern om Jas, 

vapenexport och livet efter detta” 
2002-10-22 

 
Peder Kadhammar 
 

6 “Tjeckien spolar Jas efter översvämningen” 2002-08-22 Lena Mellin 
7 “Längre flygväg till Sydafrika” 2002-08-18 Åsa Erlandson 
8 “Brasilien vill ha Jas – Persson diskuterar affär för 7 

miljarder” 
2002-06-27 Lena Mellin 

9 “Jas 39 Gripen – alla flippar och floppar” 2001-12-11 Lena Mellin 
10 “Vapen istället för medicin?” 2001-05-21 Aftonbladet 
11 “Saab misstänks ha mutat Sydafrika” 2001-03-03 Olle Castelius 
12 Blickar kan döda I Jas” 2001-02-08 Anders Johansson 
13 “Mutpartner” 2000-10-07 Aftonbladet 
14 “regeringen frias från allt ansvar” 2000-04-15 Lena Mellin 
15 “En IT-doldis som säljs till lågpris” 2000-01-29 Anders Kjäll 
16 “Millennieabuggen finns” 2000-01-21 Dan Panas 
17 “Artisterna skulle ge Persson draghjälp” 1999-11-21 Daniel Frodin 
18 “Sydafrika ska bli “svenskt” I helgen” 1999-11-16 Lena Mellin, Leif-

Åke Josefsson 
19 “Björn von Sydow har förtroende för projektet” 1999-09-21 Anders Johansson 
20 “Det stora lyftet” 1999-09-16 Aftonbladet 
21 “Tacka Sydafrika – landet betalar din del I Jas-

projektet” 
1999-08-13 Lena Mellin 

22 “Genomför bantningen av försvaret” 1999-05-20 Aftonbladet 
23 “Julsolen skiner över fånglägret” 1999-01-10 Olle Svenning 
24 “Svensk vapenexport leder alltid till elände” 1999-12-19 Stefan Heimersson 
25 “Sista ordet inte sagt” 1999-11-21 Gunnar Ohrlander 
26 “Bistånd till vapenreklam” 1999-11-17 Gunnar Ohrlander 
27 “Motståndsmännen” 1999-09-24 Olle Svenning 
28 “Bödlarnas rätt” 1999-09-10 John Pilger 
29 “Gudrun Schyman försökte stoppa Sydafrika från att 1999-01-24 Leif Åke Josefsson 
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köpa Jas-plan” 
30 “Han blir aldrig en ny Mandela” 1998-11-26 Wolfgang Hansson 

 
Table 4. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Expressen for South Africa 

Article Title Date Author 
1 “Tio år efter apartheid” 2004-09-12 Torbjörn Selander 
2 “Bakom nyheten” 2001-08-27 Erik Pettersson 
3 “Han avslöjar hemligheter om vapenexporten” 2001-07-14 Per Wendel 
4 “Ni ställer fel frågor” 2001-04-10 Torbjörn Selander 
5 ”Minnesvård 2001-02-28 Anna Dahlbeck 
6 ”Saabs partner i Gripenaffären anklagas för mutbrott” 2000-10-07 TT 
7 ”Slå det här om du kan, Dr Alban!” 2000-06-11 Petter Karlsson 
8 ”När prestigen börjar vika för prislappen” 2000-02-05 Jan-Olof Bengtsson 
9 ”Miljardlyft för Västsverige när Sydafrika köper 

Jasplan” 
1999-12-04 Ingemar Nilsson 

10 ”Hallå där! Har det varit jobbigt?” 1999-12-04 Torbjörn Selander 
11 ”Det här skulle bli Perssons stora grej” 1999-11-27 Ingvar Hedlund, 

Karin Arnell 
12 ”Hela Sydafrikaresan kantas av fiaskon” 1999-05-25 Expressen 
13 ”Gammalt knep” 1999-11-22 Expressen 
14 ”Och nu hoppas flera partier av resan” 1999-11-19 Jennifer Wegerup 
15 ”Vilken resnota PR sson” 1999-11-11 Per Wendel 
16 ”Tredje kraschen” 1999-09-21 Karin Arnell 
17 ”Försvarsplan på vinglig flykt” 1999-09-19 Karl-Henrik Sax 
18 ”Försvarsministerns besked: Vi köper jasplanen av er, 

men…” 
1999-09-16 Torbjörn Selander 

19 “En riktig mina” 1999-09-16 Expressen 
20 “Han tog mutor för att köpa Jas” 1999-09-10 Torbjörn Selander 
21 “Jasaffären med Sydafrika på väg att spricka” 1999-06-09 Expressen 
22 “Bofors vill sälja granater till Indien” 1999-07-06 Tina Frennstedt 
23 “Mandelas kväll med Victoria” 1999-03-18 Knut Göran Källberg 
24 “Somnade under bevakning av Jas” 1999-02-11 Ove Artursson 
25 “Störtdykning” 1999-01-26 Expressen 
26 “Och det hände 1998” 1998-12-31 Johan Wallqvist, 

Niclas Lövkvist 
27 “Jas-ägare” 1998-11-19 Expressen 
28 “Mandela vill bli Afrikas Sheriff – därför köper han 

planet” 
1998-11-19 Knut Göran Källberg 

29 “Ironi på export” 1998-01-09 Expressen 
30 “Sydafrika köper Jas” 1998-10-26 Torbjörn Selander 

 
Thailand 

Table 5. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Dagens Nyheter for Thailand 
Article Title Date Author 

1 ”Vinster i Paradiset. Tystnad råder efter militärkuppen i 
Bangkok” 
 

2015-10-17 
 

Jan Eklund 
 

2 “Motköp sätter frihandel helt ur spel” 2015-09-30 Birgitta Forsberg 
3 “Avvaktande reaktion från vapentillverkare” 2015-06-27 Thorbjörn Spängs 
4 “Inga vapen till skurkstater” 2015-06-08 DN 
5 “Vapenexporten minskar” 2015-02-25 TT 
6 “Detta är inte ett vapen till salu” 2013-02-22 Sanna Torén Björling 
7 “Vapenexporten minskar” 2013-02-22 DN 
8 “Jasplan säljs med svenska filmsuccéer” 2012-10-16 Nils Resare 
9 “Regeringen: Insynen ska öka” 2012-03-19 Ewa Stenberg 

 
Table 6. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Svenska Dagbladet for Thailand 
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Article Title Date Author 
1 ”Försvarsexportfrågan får politikerna att bli obekväma” 

 
2015-12-14 

 
Tomas Augustsson 

 
2 “Militärjuntans grepp hårdnar” 2015-05-24 Per Liljas 
3 “Icke-demokratier på svensk exportlista” 2015-05-16 Gunilla von Hall 
4 “Svenska vapen på villovägar” 2015-05-16 Gunilla von Hall 
5 “SD-väljare mest för svensk vapenexport” 2014-06-27 Johanna Ekström 
6 “Majoritet mot svensk vapenexport” 2014-06-26 Johanna Ekström 
7 “Ett glömt krig – med svenska vapen” 2012-12-12 Bertil Lintner 
8 “Svenska vapen hos Burmas armé” 2012-12-11 Bertil Lintner 
9 “Nya behov ger hopp om affärer för Saab” 2012-05-08 Gunnar Vrang 

10 “Sauli Niinistö gör Nordens sak till sin” 2012-04-13 Göran Eriksson 
11 “Skärpta krav för vapenexport dröjer” 2012-03-19 TT 

 
Table 7. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Aftonbladet for Thailand 

Article Title Date Author 
1 ”Vapenexport krävs för alliansfriheten” 

 
2015-05-13 Anders Lindberg 

2 “Svensk film blev Jas-reklam” 2012-10-16 Christoffer Nilsson 
3 “Säljer vapen till varje pris” 2012-04-28 Lisa Röstlund 

 
Table 8. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Expressen for Thailand 

Article Title Date Author 
1 ”PR med prislapp” 

 
2014-02-13 Expressen  

2 “Vapen(s)topp” 2013-03-21 Annie Reuterskiöld 
3 “Filmfestival ska stödja Jas-export” 2012-10-16 Daniel Alsén 
4 “Dubbelmoralen personifierad” 2012-04-23 Expressen  
5 “Motionen Reinfeldt vill glömma” 2012-04-08 Karl-Johan Karlsson 
6 “Ett omöjligt uppdrag” 2012-04-01 Anna Dahlberg 

 
Saudi Arabia 

Table 9. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Dagens Nyheter for Saudi Arabia 
Article Title Date Author 

1 ”Kritiker: Liten effekt av nya demokratikravet” 
 

2015-06-27 Nina Brevinge, 
Kristoffer Törnmalm 

2 “Bedräglig enighet” 2015-06-27 DN 
3 “Inga vapen till skurkstater” 2015-06-08 DN 
4 “Mötet som avgjorde” 2015-04-05 KarinEriksson, Hans 

Rosén 
5 “Svindlande turer kring Saudiavtalet 2015-03-28 Birgitta Forsberg 
6 “Skarpt läge i strid om vapenexport” 2015-03-15 TT 
7 “Kritiken kom – men när avtalet slöts var det tyst” 2015-03-12 Karin Eriksson 
8 “Löfven: Beslutet har varit klart sedan en tid” 2015-03-11 Hans Olsson 
9 “Massivt motstånd i MP mot avtalet” 2015-02-26 Hans Rosén, Jan 

Lewenhagen 
10 “Röstfiske första valet” 2012-02-26 DN 
11 “Romson: Bra att Saudiavtalet kritiseras” 2015-02-21 TT 
12 “Säg nej till Saudiarabien” 2015-02-11 DN 
13 “Merkel fryser kritiserad vapenexport” 2015-01-26 Jan Lewenhagen, 

Staffan Kihlström 
14 “Världen protesterar mot piskdom” 2015-01-21 Erik Ohlsson 
15 “Hemligt brev avgjorde Saudiaffären” 2014-08-17 Josefin Sköld 
16 “Detta är inte vapen till salu” 2013-02-22 Sanna Torén Bjröling 
17 “Sluta legitimera förtrycket” 2012-10-02 DN 
18 “”I visa lägen kan vi tillåta vapenexport till diktaturer” 2012-04-27 Kristoffer Örstadius 
19 “Bildt och Ahlin valsar vidare” 2012-04-12 Martin Liby Alonso 
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20 “Socialdemokrater och Moderater i samma båt” 2012-04-08 DN 
21 “Det lär bli fler än Tolgfors som faller tungt” 2012-04-01 Peter Wolodarski 
22 “Saudiaffären inte över” 2012-03-30 DN 
23 “Smutsiga affärer” 2012-03-25 DN 
24 “Saudier besöket svensk bunker” 2012-03-22 Owe Nilsson 
25 “Lika korkad som en vanlig folkpartist” 2012-03-11 Peter Wolodarski 
26 “Det krävs en lögn för att S ska kräva hans avgång” 2012-03-10 Maria Crofts 
27 “En religiös diktatur med band till USA” 2012-03-07 Erik Ohlsson 
28 “Försvarsministern kan vara illa ute” 2012-03-07 Maria Crofts 
29 “Stoppa samarbetet” 2012-03-07 DN 
30 “Dags att avväpna emirerna” 2012-02-23 Erik Helmersson 

 
Table 10. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Svenska dagbladet for Saudi Arabia 

Article Title Date Author 
1 ”Syriens hopp blev en blodig diktator” 2015-12-25 Sindre Legander, 

Ingrid Salvesen 
2 ”Ett våldsamt hack i fredsspiralen” 2015-08-23 Henrik Höjer 
3 “Margot Wallström tyst om exporten” 2015-05-16 Gunilla von Hall 
4 “Det handlar inte om mod” 2015-03-22 Tove Lifvendahl 
5 “Fondspararna delaktiga i vapenexport” 2015-03-20 Joel Dahlberg 
6 “EU-länder säljer tunga vapen till Saudiarabien” 2015-03-16 Gunilla von Hall 
7 “Sverige tar en paus I vapenhyckleriet” 2015-03-15 Jenny Nordberg 
8 “Pengarna går före lidandet” 2015-03-12 Gunilla von Hall 
9 ”S och MP fortsätter Saudidebatt” 2015-02-28 TT 

10 “Löfvens längtan 2015-02-26 Sanna Rayman 
11 “Demokratikrav ändrar inte avtal” 2015-02-26 Jonas Gummesson 
12 “När “demokratier” piskar och avrättar” 2015-02-19 Jan Söderqvist 
13 “Brev kan förklara svensk vändning” 2014-08-18 Jonas Fröberg 
14 “Vapenhandeln i världen ökar” 2014-03-18 Gunilla von Hall 
15 “Jag trodde att staten lärt sig något” 2012-11-27 Peter Alestig 

Blomqvist 
16 “Ett ord betyder så mycket” 2012-08-19 Benjamin Katzeff 
17 “Nu ifrågasätts svensk vapenexport” 2012-04-24 Jonas Fröberg 
18 “Lööf I blåsväder om Kina” 2012-04-22 Jenny Stiernstedt 
19 “Saab välkomnar debatt om reglerna för vapenexport” 2012-04-20 TT 
20 “Reinfeldt måste också kompromissa” 2012-04-10 Ola Wong 
21 “Bildt vill ha vapenexport” 2012-04-05 Tobias Olsson 
22 “S vill behålla Saudiavtalet” 2012-04-01 Henrik Ennart 
23 “Avhoppet kom vid fel tidpunkt” 2012-03-30 Göran Eriksson 
24 “Tolgfors föll offer för dubbelmoralen” 2012-03-30 PJ Anders Linder 
25 “Moralpolitik tyngre än realpolitik” 2012-03-21 Stig Fredriksson 
26 “Ibland liknar det desinformation” 2012-03-10 Göran Eriksson 
27 “Missförståndsavtalet är boven i dramat” 2012-03-10 PJ Anders Linder 
28 “Dugligheten prövas för sårbar regering” 2012-03-09 Göran Eriksson 
29 “Gav klartecken till vapenfabrik” 2012-03-09 Erik Paulsson 

Rönnbäck 
30 “Exportens udd riktad mot Iran” 2012-03-07 Bitte Hammargren 

 
Table 11. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Aftonbladet of Saudi Arabia 

Article Title Date Author 
1 ”Svensk alliansfrihet kräver vapenexport” 2015-06-27 Anders Lindberg 
2 ”Häv tystnadsplikten om vapenexporten” 2015-05-08 Ingvar Persson 
3 ”Löfven borde ta efter Wallström” 2015-03-28 Anders Lindberg 
4 ”Dubbelsmockan blev för mycket för Saudiarabien” 2015-03-20 Lena Mellin 
5 ”Skillnad på en Carl och en Margot” 2015-03-15 Katrine Marcal  
6 ”Så tvingades Löfven ändra sig om avtalet” 2015-03-11 Pär Karlsson 
7 ”Bra att Löfven dumpar Saudi” 2012-03-11 Anders Lindberg 
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8 ”Saudiarabien kommer inte att bli en demokrati genom 
vapenaffärer” 

2015-03-08 Jan Guillou 

9 Ingen kan verkligen tro att vi kan påverka Saudi” 2015-03-01 Lena Mellin 
10 ”Saudifrågan inte avgjord” 2015-02-28 Pär Karlsson 
11 ”Pressas hårt för att bryta Saudiavtalet” 2015-02-13 Pär Karlsson 
12 ”Tävlar med IS i halshuggning” 2015-02-09 Anders Lindberg 
13 ”Så avslöjades vapenaffären” 2014-08-27 Daniel Suhonen 
14 ”Nya jobbet: Sälja vapen” 2013-03-14 Lisa Röstlund, Leo 

Lagercrantz 
15 ”Låt inte Anders Borg sätta ambitionsnivån” 2012-08-26 Karin Pettersson 
16 ”Feg försvarsminister tvekar om diktaturer” 2012-08-14 Eva Franchell 
17 ”Bildt och Björling mörkar om Saudi” 2012-04-26 Anders Lindberg 
18 ”Han är stor – som Persson” 2012-04-06 Lena Mellin 
19 ”Bildt vill beväpna världens diktaturer” 2012-04-05 Daniel Swedin 
20 ”Saudiaffären spräcker rödgröna blocket” 2012-04-03 Petter Larsson 
21 ”Kritik mot Bildt efter ja till vapenförsäljning” 2012-04-05 Susanna Vidlund 
22 ”S och M står bakom hemlighetsmakeriet” 2012-04-01 Lena Mellin 
23 ”Alla tiger – men någon kommer få ta smällen” 2012-03-28 Lena Mellin 
24 ”Vapen till vardags” 2012-03-13 Jenny Teleman 
25 ”Vapenexport eller Nato? 2012-03-13 Anders Lindberg 
26 ”Inga vapen till – demokratier” 2012-03-08 Petter Larsson 
27 ”Vapenfabriken – en dubbelskandal” 2012-03-07 Petter Larsson 
28 ”Skrota vapenfabriken i diktaturens Saudi” 2012-03-07 Anders Lindberg 
29 ”Dödar åt USA” 2012-01-06 Christopher 

Holmbäck 
30 ”Så bråkar de om vapnen” 2012-03-07 Lisa Röstlund, Anette 

Holmqvist, Pär 
Karlsson 

 
Table 12. Chosen News and Editorial articles from Expressen for Saudi Arabia 

Article Title Date Author 
1 ”Läckan kastar ljus över Saudi-striden” 2015-06-21 Arne Lapidus 
2 ”MP:s Gustav Fridolin: ”Är ingen vinst”” 2015-03-16 Emelie Henricson 
3 ”Morötter och Moral” 2012-03-08 Expressen 
4 ”Saudidirektörer skadar företagen” 2015-03-07 Expressen 
5 ”Svenska vapen kan skickas till Islamiska staten” 2015-03-05 Arne Lapidus 
6 ”Wallström fick kritik för vapenaffär” 2015-02-12 Mimmi Nilsson 
7 ”Skrota avtalet med Saudi” 2015-02-03 Eric Erfors 
8 ”Nostalgikernas sammansvärjning” 2014-10-31 Eric Erfors 
9 ”Alarmerande insikt” 2014-08-28 Nils Funcke 

10 ”Löfvens tomma tunnor” 2014-08-20 Expressen 
11 ”Reinfeldt får ta smällen” 2013-05-02 Karl-Johan Karlsson, 

Elisabeth Marmostein 
12 ”S vill ha ny lag för vapenexport” 2013-04-05 Annie Reuterskiöld 
13 ”Stefan Löfven vill förbjuda vapenexport till 

diktaturer” 
2013-03-21 Annie Reuterskiöld 

14 ”Så retuscherar vi vår kära självbild” 2012-10-03 Ann-Charlotte 
Marteus 

15 ”Ett självklart skuldbeläggande av Olof Palme poppar 
upp, utan källa, och det är fascinerande” 

2012-04-30 Lars Lindström 

16 ”Saabs dolda dödsreklam” 
 

2012-04-09 Karl-Johan Karlsson 

17 ”Handlar om pengar och jobb” 2012-04-05 Karl-Johan Karlsson 
18 ”Bildt stöttar vapenexport” 2012-04-04 Karl-Johan Karlsson 
19 ”Hon kan bli nästa offer” 2012-04-02 Roland Johansson 
20 ”Saudiaffären lever vidare” 2012-04-01 Annie Reuterskiöld 
21 ”Tolgfors får stöd av Bildt” 2012-03-31 Tommy Schönstedt 
22 ”Så pressas Reinfeldt” 2012-03-30 Annie Reuterskiöld 
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23 ”Okränkbara undantag” 2012-03-16 Anton Gustavsson 
24 ”Sanningen måste fram” 2012-03-15 Expressen 
25 ”Dags att bryta vapenalliansen” 2012-03-13 Johannes Forssberg 
26 ”Saudi-skandalen inte bara Tolgfors” 2012-03-10 Expressen 
27 ”Så svåra är hans kriser” 2012-03-10 K-G Bergström 
28 ”Vakna, Sossar” 2012-03-08 Expressen 
29 ”Kritik mot avtalet” 2012-03-07 Karl-Johan Karlsson 
30 ”Skyll inte på varandra” 2012-03-07 K-G Bergström 

 

8.2 Chosen Debate articles  
Table 13. Chosen Debate articles for Saudi Arabia 

Article Title Date Author Newspaper 
1 “Mänskliga rättigheter måste väga 

högre än näringspolitik” 
2015-03-20 Christoffer Burnett-Cagill, 

Svenska Freds- och 
skiljedomsföreningen, Bo 
Forsberg, Diakonia, Anna 
Lindenfors, Amnesty 
international, Karin 
Wiborn, Sveriges kristna 
råd, 

DN Debatt 

2 “Tveksamma argument för fortsatt 
vapenexport till Saudiarabien” 

2015-03-06 Olof Johansson-Stenman, 
August Röhss, Prodekan 
och Professor I 
Nationalekonomi 
Handelshögskolan 

DN Debatt 

3 “Sveriges trovärdighet som 
handelspartner står på spel” 

2015-03-06 Dag Andersson, vd 
Diaverum,Carl Bennet, 
ordförande Carl Bennet 
AB,Gunnar Brock, 
ordförande Stora Enso, 
Christian Clausen, vd 
Nordea, Alrik Danielson, 
vd SKF, Börje Ekholm, vd 
Investor, Annika 
Falkengren, vd SEB, Olof 
Faxander, vd Sandvik, Leif 
Johansson, ordförande 
Ericsson, Tom Johnstone, 
tillträdande ordf. 
Husqvarna, Carola Lemne, 
vd Svenskt Näringsliv, 
Ronnie Leten, vd Atlas 
Copco, Martin Lundstedt, 
vd Scania, Keith 
McLoughlin, vd 
Electrolux, Anders 
Narvinger, Anders Nyrén, 
vd Industrivärden, Stefan 
Persson, ordförande H&M, 
Olof Persson, vd Volvo, 
Lars Renström, vd Alfa 
Laval, Cristina Stenbeck, 
ordförande Kinnevik, Hans 
Stråberg, ordförande Atlas 
Copco, Karl Henrik 
Sundström, vd Stora Enso, 
Carl-Henrik Svanberg, 
ordförande Volvo 

DN Debatt 
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4 “Ta öppen debatt om vapenexport” 2015-02-27 Antje Jackelén, 
Ärkebiskopp Svenska 
Kyrkan 

SvD 
Brännpunkt 

5 ”Sveriges militära avtal med 
Saudiarabien måste brytas” 

2015-02-20 Johan Büsner, Sara 
Karlsson, Lawen Redar, 
Socialdemokratiska 
riksdagsledamöter 

DN Debatt 

6 “Handel inte nog för att bygga 
demokrati” 

2015-02-13 Jesper Bengtsson, 
Tankesmedjan Tiden 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

7 “Wallströms politik är inte feministisk” 2015-02-11 Hans Linde, Vänsterpartiet Expressen 
Debatt 

8 “Vi måste sluta sälja vapen till 
diktaturer” 

2014-12-03 Anna Ek, Svenska Freds- 
och skiljedomsföreningen, 
Bo Forsberg, Diakonia, 
Malin Nilsson, IKFF, 
Anna Lindenfors, Amnesty 
International, Sofia Walan, 
Kristna fredsrörelsen 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

9 “Demokrati otydligt kriterium” 2014-09-06 Anders Svärd, 
Centerpartiet 

SvD 
Brännpunkt 

10 “Stoppa vapenexport till länder som 
kränker kvinnor” 

2013-10-01 Josefin Karlsson, IKFF Expressen 
Debatt 

11 “Tomma ord om kvinnors rättigheter” 2013-04-23 Josefin Karlsson, IKFF Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

12 “Otydliga regler öppnar för tveksam 
vapenexport” 

2013-03-27 Marcus Karlsson, Uppsala 
Conflict Data Program 

DN Debatt 

13 “Stäng vapenfabriker – skapa nya 
miljöjobb” 

2012-04-12 Valter Mutt, Yvonne 
Ruwaida, Miljöpartet 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

14 “S måste ta initiative till en ny modern 
syn på vapenexport” 

2012-04-04 Magnus Nilsson, 
ordförande, 
Socialdemokratiska 
studentförbundet, Lena 
Sommestad, ordförande, 
Socialdemokratiska 
kvinnoförbundet, Peter 
Weiderud, ordförande, 
Socialdemokrater för tro 
och solidaritet, Gabriel 
Wikström, ordförande, 
Sveriges 
socialdemokratiska 
ungdomsförbund 

DN Debatt 

15 “Granska Reinfeldts roll i 
vapenaffären” 

2012-03-30 Anna Ek, Svenska Freds 
och skiljedomsföreningen 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

16 “Vi utmanar M och S om vapenexport” 
 

2012-03-16 Bodil Ceballos, Åsa 
Romson, Miljöpartiet 

SvD 
Brännpunkt 

17 “Vad är syftet med nya kriterier?” 2012-03-13 Mark Bromley, SIPRI SvD 
Brännpunkt 

18 “Därför tecknade Sverige avtalet med 
Saudiarabien” 

2012-03-13 Sven Hirdman, 
Krigsmaterialinspektör 
1987-1994 (M) 

DN Debatt 

19 “De rödgröna öppnade för de 
avslöjande affärerna” 

2012-03-07 Allan Widman, Folkpartiet DN Debatt 

20 “Centern måste kräva stopp för 
vapenexport” 

2012-03-07 Abir Al-Sahlani, 
Centerpartiet, Leo Pierini, 
Centerns ungdomsförbund 

DN Debatt 

21 “Exporten till diktaturer skenar” 2012-02-23 Anna Ek, Rolf Lindahl, 
Svenska Freds- och 
skiljedomsföreningen 

SvD 
Brännpunkt 
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Table 14. Chosen Debate articles for South Africa 

Article Title Date Author Newspaper 
1 “Början till slutet för svensk 

vapenindustri” 
2009-10-26 Alf Svensson (KD), Stefan 

Löfven, IF Metall, Gunnar 
Eliasson, Professor KTH, 
Göran Persson, fd 
Statsminster (S) 

DN Debatt 

2 “Sanningskommission behövs om JAS-
mutorna” 

2009-06-17 Peter Eriksson, 
Miljöpartiet 

DN Debatt 

3 “Inbrottet på Saabanläggningen var 
nödvärn” 

2009-04-20 Kristoffer Moldés, Kristna 
studentrörelsen, KG 
Hammar, Fd Ärkebiskop, 
Ewa Lindqvist Hotz and 
Ludvig Lindström, Charity 
International, Peter 
Weiderud, 
Broderskapsrörelsen, 
Mattias Irving och Sven 
Wollter, Skådespelare 

DN Debatt 

4 “Sydafrikas val – vapen eller 
bromsmediciner” 

2003-06-10 Bo Forsberg, Magnus 
Walan, Diakonia 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

5 “Fattiga viktigare än Jas” 2001-04-21 Sören Lindh, Lennart 
Wettmark, Anna Berger 
Kettner, Pehr Thorell, Bo 
Forsberg, Svante 
Sandberg, Anita Klum, 
Peter Brune, Torbjörn 
Bådagård, Maria Ermanno, 
Thord-Ove Thordsson, Ulf 
Halldin 

SvD 
Brännpunkt 

6 “Jasaffären är inte 
skattesubventionerad” 

2001-02-14 Sven-Erik Söder, 
Socialdemokraterna 

SvD 
Brännpunkt 

7 “Var tredje kvinna I Sydafrika våldtas” 2001-04-11 Maj-Britt Theorin, 
Socialdemokraterna 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

8 “Skänk Jas till Sydafrika” 2001-03-16 Schyman Gudrun (V), 
Johannesson Berit (V) 
Zetterberg Eva (V) 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

9 “Andra hot kräver annat försvar” 1999-02-02 Gudrun Schyman, Berit 
Johannesson (V) 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

10 “Jas-export motverkar stabilitet” 1998-11-23 Lars Ångström (MP) DN Debatt 
11 “Försvarsexport I fredens tjänst?” 1998-11-11 Ingrid Ternet, Svenska 

fredskommittén i 
Göteborg, Ulf Olsson, 
Svenska Freds- och 
skiljedomsföreningen I 
Göteborg, Siv Bildtsén, 
IKFF i Göteborg 

SvD 
Brännpunkt 

12 “Är kärnvapen farliga bara när de är I 
icke-kristna händer?” 

1998-05-21 Gerle Elisabeth Teol Dr 
Etikforskare 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

	
Table 15. Chosen Debate articles for Thailand 

Article Title Date Author Newspaper 
1 “Vapenexport blir stöd till förtryckare”, 2015-04-18 Anna Ek, Svenska Freds- 

och Skiljedomsföreningen 
SvD 
Brännpunkt 

2 Mänskliga rättigheter måste väga 
tyngre än näringspolitik” 

2015-03-30 Christoffer Burnett-Cargill, 
generalsekreterare Svenska 
Freds- och 
Skiljedomsföreningen Bo 

DN Debatt 
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Forsberg, 
generalsekreterare 
Diakonia Anna Lindenfors, 
generalsekreterare Svenska 
sektionen av Amnesty 
International Karin 
Wiborn, generalsekreterare 
Sveriges kristna råd 

3 “Handel inte nog för att bygga 
demokrati” 

2015-02-13 Jesper Bengtsson, 
Tankesmedjan Tiden 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

4 “Vi måste sluta sälja vapen till 
diktaturer” 

2014-12-03 Anna Ek, ordf, Svenska 
Freds- och 
Skiljedomsföreningen, Bo 
Forsberg, 
generalsekreterare, 
Diakonia. Malin Nilsson, 
ordf, Internationella 
Kvinnoförbundet för Fred 
och Frihet (IKFF). Anna 
Lindenfors, 
generalsekreterare, 
Amnesty International 
Sverige. Sofia Walan, 
generalsekreterare, Kristna 
Fredsrörelsen 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

5 “Otydliga regler öppnar för tveksam 
vapenexport” 

2013-03-27 Marcus Nilsson, Uppsala 
Conflict Data Program 

DN Debatt 

6 “Centern måste kräva stopp för 
vapenexport” 

2012-03-07 Abir Al-Sahlani 
Centerpartiet, Leo Pierini, 
Centerns ungdomsförbund 

DN Debatt 

7 “Exporten till diktaturer skenar” 2012-02-23 Anna Ek, Rolf Lindahl, 
Svenska Freds- och 
Skiljedomsföreningen 

SvD 
Brännpunkt 

8 “Ska Sverige sälja vapen till Thailands 
militär?” 

2014-06-09 Ali Karimi, SSU, Roshan 
Yigit, Socialdemokratiska 
Handelsstudenter, 
Göteborg 

Aftonbladet 
Debatt 

	


